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Explore Australia’s 
dazzling Red Centre

– 2021 –
EARLYBIRD SALE

Call 0800 805 265
outbackspirittours.com.au

Join Outback Spirit in 2021 and explore the spiritual heart of 
Australia on this immersive 6-day tour into the Red Centre. Enjoy 
the very best of central Australia and experience Bruce Munro’s 
highly acclaimed ‘Field of Light’ installation. As the last rays of 
sunlight splash across Uluru, ‘Field of Light’ gently comes to life as 
50,000 radiant frosted spheres illuminate the desert landscape.  
A truly extraordinary spectacle that’s not to be missed! Along the 
way you’ll stay in the best accommodation and travel in a small 
group aboard our 5-star 4WD Mercedes-Benz coaches.

6 Day Red Centre & Field of Light
Uluru - Alice Springs  |  From $4,295 pp twin share
Fully Accommodated  |  Departs Apr - Oct 2021 

Highlights of the adventure include:

•  Admire the internationally acclaimed ‘Field of Light’ display at Uluru 
and watch as it illuminates the desert night with dazzling effect

• Discover the incredible rugged beauty of Australia’s red centre

• Visit World Heritage Listed Uluru and enjoy a guided base tour

• Explore the rock formations of Kata Tjuta (The Olgas) and Walpa Gorge

• Experience the magic and beauty of the sun rising over Uluru

• Visit Kings Canyon for a guided scenic walk and journey through the 
West MacDonnell Ranges, visiting Stanley Chasm and Ormiston Gorge

• Dine under the stars at the ‘Sounds of Silence’ dining experience

• Spend 2-nights at the 5-star Sails in the Desert Hotel

SAVE 
$450*PP 

 
EARLYBIRD SALE

BOOK NOW & SAVE

Number of nights stay

*Conditions Apply. Earlybird savings are reflected in the tour fares quoted. Offers vary depending on month of travel. All fares in $NZD and inc Australian GST.  
Fares can fluctuate due to exchange rate movements and are subject to precise exchange rates at time of payment. Prices are per person twin share.  

Must book by 31 November 2020. New bookings only for travel within the 2021 calendar year. See website for more details and applicable offers after 31/11/20.

A new season of adventure  
awaits across the Tasman

Travelling to Australia might be off the cards for the moment,  
but it won’t be like this forever. Soon enough the crisis will pass,  

and normality will return to our lives. And when it does,  
we’ll be here; eager and excited to welcome you aboard  

an awe-inspiring outback adventure. 

Immerse yourself in the world’s oldest surviving culture as you 
travel through a region very few people have seen. Enjoy 7 nights 
in our luxury lodges with a host of incredible adventures.

Travel up the wild & sparsely populated Cape York Peninsula to 
the very tip of Australia on this unique 4WD adventure. Highlights 
include the Daintree, ‘Quinkan’ rock art, Lakefield and more!

13 Days | Nhulunbuy - Darwin | From $13,395 pp twin share
Fully Accommodated | Departs May - Sep 2021

13 Days | Cairns - Cairns | From $10,145 pp twin share
Fully Accommodated | Departs May - Sep 2021

Arnhem Land Cape York Peninsula
SAVE UP TO
$1500*PP

SAVE UP TO
$1100*PP
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Download BPMe 
and unlock your free 
Thank You Coffee 
to enjoy or gift 

Terms and conditions apply, see bp.co.nz/thankyoucoffee. One medium coffee.

Everyday, brighter
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We understand that you want to get your money 
needs sorted quickly with a lender that you can trust. 
At AA Money our quick application process, competitive rates and discounted 
establishment fee for AA Members make us the ideal choice.

Visit us online at aamoney.co.nz or call our friendly team on 0800 500 555
*After six months, rate will increase by 4% p.a. to our standard rates. Lending criteria, terms, conditions and fees apply.

Sorting your   
  money needs

4.95%*
Rates starting from

p.a. for the first 6 months, 
minimum 2 year loan term. 
Payments remain the same  

throughout loan term.

Limited time offer



IN THE PAST when I sat down to write this 
editorial I tended to reflect on previous 
topics I've covered and new matters on the 
horizon. That orderly process, like our whole 
world, was turned upside down by the arrival 
of Covid-19.

Let me begin by saying I hope that you and 
your loved ones are safe and well. I think, like 
most New Zealanders, we appreciate being 
in the fortunate position with our country 
still relatively free of the pandemic. When I 
look at other nations around the world, I can’t 
help but be struck by how well New Zealand 
is doing in keeping the lid on a disease that 
elsewhere is surpassing the road toll as a 
leading cause of death. 

I am also very pleased to say that your 
Association has so far weathered the 
extraordinary challenges posed by Covid-19 
extremely well. During the first lockdown we 
met unprecedented demand for breakdown 
services, battery service and the many other 
services provided by our AA Centres. Please 
accept my apologies if at that time you 
had to wait a little longer, as our team was 
bowled over by demand.

Like many organisations, our staff worked 
hard behind the scenes to organise new 
safety measures, such as strictly managed 
numbers allowed into the Centres, sneeze 
barriers and hand sanitation stations to 
keep Members safe while still providing 

the best service possible, even in the face of 
unprecedented challenges. 

As I draft this editorial, I am mindful  
that there will be a significant interval 
between now and when you read this, and, 
with a second wave of Covid-19 cases having 
emerged, it is anyone’s guess how long it 
will take to get this outbreak under control 
and what further impact it will have made 
on our lives. 

Irrespective of how long this wave lasts, the 
Association’s objective is to continue to help 
our Members with the same responsiveness 
and high levels of service that we were able to 
offer during the first lockdown. 

The world is not what it was before the 
appearance of Covid-19 and I suspect the 
pandemic has a long way to go until it is 
over. Some of the changes that it has brought 
have been temporary, but we now know that 
others may be permanent. 

Perhaps the only certain thing we can say 
is that life has become more uncertain as 
a result of this crisis. All we can trust in is 
that by working together, we will weather the 
storm this health crisis has brought.  
     I hope that everyone continues to keep in 
good health and that we will all get through 
this extraordinary period in our lives.

Brian Gibbons
CHIEF EXECUTIVE

EXTRAORDINARY 
TIMES
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Hello
This was such a tricky issue to put 
together! Conscious that things could 
change overnight, we were reluctant 
to focus too much on the past or on 
the future, either. Who knew what 
havoc this infamous virus could cause 
between the magazine going to print 
and it being delivered. So we have 
opted for optimism, in the hope that 
we could at least provide some positive 
distraction. Perhaps our feature on 
opportunity will also be inspiring. 

L E T T E R S

YOUR SAY

EDITORIAL TEAM  
Kathryn Webster
Monica Tischler

DESIGN AND ART DIRECTION 
Julian Pettitt, Senior Designer 
at ICG

 HOW TO REACH US 
EDITORIAL 
AA Directions, 
Level 16, AA Centre, 
99 Albert St, Auckland Central
PO Box 5, Auckland, 1140
Ph: 09 966 8800
Email: editor@aa.co.nz

ADVERTISING
Moira Penman  
Mobile: 027 563 0421
Email: moira@gsjadvisory.
com.au

SUBSCRIPTIONS AND  
MEMBERSHIP ENQUIRIES: 
Ph: 0800 500 444
ISSN 1171-0179 
Published three times a year
Circulation ABC Audit 656,675
Readership AC Nielsen 900,000

PRODUCTION BY: 
ICG, Auckland

PRINTED BY: 
Webstar,  
Auckland

ON THE COVER 
Photograph by Jim Huang 
Design by Julian Pettitt

 

NOTE: The views of contributing 
writers are not necessarily those 
of AA Directions or the AA. While 
AA Directions makes every effort 
to ensure that no misleading 
claims are made by advertisers, 
responsibility cannot be accepted by 
AA Directions or the AA for the failure 
of any product or service to give 
satisfaction. Inclusion of a product or 
service should not be construed as 
endorsement of it by AA Directions or 
by the Automobile Association.

 Tree-lined NZ
Nations worldwide are adapting to climate 
change by reducing the use of gas, coal and 
oil. On the other hand, current tree planting 
to sequester carbon is not making up for 
the loss of greenery to concrete, tarmac and 
bricks. We need to alter our economics, get 
off the grass and plant trees for food, timber, 
shelter, etc. The AA could work with the 
NZTA, regional councils and land owners to 
get roadside tree planting from Bluff to Cape 
Rēinga. Emergency tree planting is the best 
way we can all be involved in moves to rapid 
adaptation. Driving in New Zealand down 
tree-lined roads would be a world-winner. 

Martin Toop  
HAMILTON

 Clamping issue
I am compelled to comment on the letter 
‘Loosening the clamps’ in the last issue 
(Autumn 2020.) I have owned a building with 
14 carparks for the past 45 years and I have had 
many unpleasant encounters with car owners 
parking in my carpark without permission, 
and disregarding polite requests not to do so. 
Imposing a limit to the fee payable for removing 
clamps is reasonable, but the writer’s comments 
seem to condone offenders trespassing on 
another’s private property. Clamping would not 
be an issue if vehicle owners respected others’ 
properties and requests, and refrained from 
unauthorised parking. 

W Y Rambukwelle  
INVERCARGILL 

YES: 
58% 

NO:  
42%  

In the Autumn 2020 issue  
we asked readers:

Would you opt to offset 
your driving emissions?

Do you plan to take a road trip 
over the summer holidays?

Go to aadirections.co.nz  
to have your say.

Kathryn Webster
EDITOR
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 Red alert
The road code states road users are required 
to stop on an orange light, if they can do so 
safely before entering an intersection. It’s 
pretty simple. We should all be stopping as 
soon as the light turns orange. If this were 
enforced, red light running would never 
happen so related accidents would not 
happen. The sooner we replace the words ‘red 
light running’ and ‘stop on red’ with ‘orange 
light running’ and ‘stop on orange,’ the better. 

John Ellington 
AUCKLAND

 School memories
What a surprise it was to read about Maruia 
School in AA Directions (Autumn, 2020.) 
I was a pupil there in the late 60s to early 
70s. Back then, the role was at least double 
the 15 it is now. There were two teachers; one 

lived at each end of the valley and drove the 
school buses, picking up the children along 
the way and dropping them off on the way 
home. The nature walk is obviously still there; 
that always seemed such a great adventure! 
Thanks for prompting many great memories.

Sally Graham (née Richards) 
AUCKLAND

 Uphill battle
In response to Fred Carroll’s comments 
about uphill and downhill driving (letters, 
Autumn 2020); when he is going downhill and 
experiences uncontrolled skidding, he drives 
too fast for the road conditions. He is not in 
control of his vehicle. You have to drive to the 
conditions of the road. This rule that uphill 
traffic has the right of way has to do with heavy 
traffic. If a truck going uphill has to stop, it can 
experience great difficulty getting going again.

Theo Jordens 
ŌAMARU

ISABELLE RUSSELL
Freelance cartoonist and 
illustrator Isabelle Russell lives 
in Auckland, her hometown, 
working for clients including 
AA Directions, the New Zealand 
Law Society and The Listener 
and she is signed up with a 
New York cartoon licencing 
agency. She creates playful 
illustrations, such as the 
cartoon on this page.  

Join the conversation online.  
Follow AA New Zealand on Facebook or Twitter @NZAA   

We welcome feedback and views on articles in AA Directions and on any issues affecting motorists.  
Because of the volume of mail we receive, letters cannot be personally acknowledged.  

Only a selection can be published and they may be edited or abbreviated for print.

WRITE TO: The Editor, AA Directions, PO Box 5, Auckland, 1140 or email editor@aa.co.nz.

YOUR PRIVACY: This magazine may contain advertisements for products or services that are available through the AA. The provider may be the 
Association itself, a subsidiary of the Association, or a third party either under contract or a joint venture partner of the Association. Understand that 
any information provided by you may be used by the AA for administrative purposes and for the purpose of providing you with information relating to 
products and services from time to time. Where any Membership is an associate of another Membership, then products and services may be offered to 
both Members jointly or singly. We are always alert to opportunities for products or services to be made available as a benefit to Members, but if you 
prefer not to receive such personally addressed information, please write and tell us. The Association keeps a database of Members under its control 
and you have the right to see or correct any personal information that is held about you. If you wish to make an enquiry concerning a privacy issue, 
communicate with the Association Secretary, AA, PO Box 5, Auckland, 1140

BERNARD HICKEY 
Bernard is an economic 
commentator who has worked 
as a financial journalist and 
editor for 30 years for Reuters, 
the FT Group, Fairfax, Interest.
co.nz and Newsroom.co.nz. His 
column on p.87 is the first of a 
series in which he provides an 
overview of economic issues 
relating to New Zealand.

JIM HUANG
Christchurch-based 
photographer Jim Huang, of 
Zhuoya Photography, travelled 
to Wānaka to capture the 
image featured on this issue’s 
cover. He says his work is a 
direct reflection of the people, 
stories and places that inspire 
him. Beyond photography, 
hiking, playing guitar and 
having fun with his dog keeps 
him busy.

"Every vacation's a staycation for us."
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The page has since amassed more 
than half a million followers, kept 
thousands of small businesses afloat and 
simultaneously given Sarah an entirely 
new life direction. The 23-year-old quit 
her day job to develop the Facebook 
page into an app and website that’s 
being touted as New Zealand’s version 
of Amazon. 

Tell us about the app and website.
It’s called ‘Chooice’ and is a play on the 
old-school Kiwi saying. It also plays off 
all the great features of the Facebook 
page: the endless scroll through the 
many talented businesses, as well as the 
excitement of discovering something 
new. We wanted to take all of the good 
stuff from the Facebook page: the stories 
about the nana who has been crocheting 
for 50 years or the stay-at-home mum 
making children’s hunting clothes. 
Any New Zealand business can jump 
on and set up an account. The group’s 
current Facebook page will provide a 
space where businesses can feature on a 
Live Shopping Broadcast and Chooice 
will collect a percentage from every sale 
made. The Government has highlighted 
the need to help assist with the 
digitalisation of small businesses as part 
of its post-Covid recovery plan, and we’re 
in a really good position to support that.   

You have experience in social 
innovation, youth development, local 
council and government. You’ve now 
created a platform for small businesses 
and individuals to shine; how important 
is it for people to have the opportunity to 
grow and feel supported?   

It’s so important. I previously served as 
an elected member of Auckland Council 
where I worked with many youth, 
including a young boy from Manurewa, 
South Auckland. We were recruiting for 
a new youth member and he had already 
missed two of his interviews. In his third 
interview, he told us he was looking for an 
opportunity to do more than just sit around 
at home playing [online video game] 
Fortnite. He was a successful applicant; is 
now the youth MP for Manurewa, a school 
prefect, a member of his school’s board of 
trustees and he was recently accepted into 
law school. Providing that wrap-around 
support allowed him to thrive – and that's 
exactly what he did! He’s achieved so much 
from that one opportunity. I’m Samoan 
and I’ve always wanted our rangatahi, in 
particular our young Māori and Pacific 
people, to have the opportunity to thrive. 

Social media is often seen in a negative 
light, yet you maintain that we shouldn’t 
use it to impress people, rather to 
impact people. 
It can quickly become a very toxic 
experience. But we’ve been able to tap into 
not just an extremely empowering and 
supportive community, but a movement. 
I couldn’t have predicted the impact the 
page has had on so many people, but 
also the array of different businesses that 
are out there in New Zealand; it blows 
my mind every time I see something 
new featured. I had no idea that a 
particular product even existed, or what 
talented Kiwis are getting up to. That’s 
the excitement of the page: discovering 
something new.     

When Sarah Colcord created the New Zealand Made Products 
Facebook page in her South Auckland bedroom during the 
nationwide lockdown, she presented businesses and individuals 
with an opportunity to not only survive, but to thrive.
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What’s been a stand-out success story from the site?
Every day I arrive home to letters and parcels from 
grateful business owners. A couple of stories in 
particular have stuck with me; one from a woman 
whose daughter has a heart defect meaning they 
went into lockdown early and the sales made 
through the page literally kept a roof over their 
heads. Another from a solo mother who lost 100% 
of her sales at the beginning of lockdown but after 
posting on the page, tripled website sales and took 
on six new retailers in New Zealand and two in 
Australia. Stories like that go against the grain 
of what so many businesses worldwide are going 
through. Most of the businesses on the page are not 
just surviving, but thriving. And doing it in a time 
that the common story says they shouldn’t be. 

The nationwide lockdown caused many businesses 
and individuals to adapt and surrender to change. 
Now your new venture requires you to do just that. 
How does it feel? 
It has totally flipped my world! I’ve jumped out of 
my job and into this vision whole-heartedly. I know 
it’s going to succeed because I have the right people 
around me to support me and to deliver.  

CHECK OUT OUR  

KIWI 
GEMS! 
AA Traveller is proud to launch a new  
travel campaign, providing inspiration  

to see more of New Zealand. 
We Love You New Zealand! is a 
celebration of our country’s 
best bits – the secret spots 
that only locals know about, 
the quirky attractions that 
maybe you hadn’t heard of 
before, the places you can 
only get to by taking the long 
way round. 

Designed to inspire Kiwi 
travellers to do something new 
by taking a detour, staying 
longer and travelling more 
often, We Love You New 
Zealand! includes things to see 
and do all over the country. 

Our list of Kiwi Gems can be 
found at aatraveller.co.nz. 
Activities range from things 
that are one of a kind, like the 
world’s highest artificial 
whitewater rafting waterfall or 
the world’s longest flying fox, 
to unique activities, such as 
cruising Lake Taupō in an 
inflatable doughnut boat, or 
cable wakeboarding in the 

middle of Hawke’s Bay 
farmland. You can also 
discover the location of some 
of New Zealand’s rarest plants 
and wildlife, visit one of the 
country’s most rapidly-
evolving beaches in Taranaki, 
climb the ancient pyramids of 
Dunedin or explore beautiful 
new walkways in Palmerston 
North and Christchurch.

Plus, you’ll be spoilt for 
choice when it comes to secret 
beaches, serene hot pools, 
and many beautiful short 
walks and cycle trails. 

In addition to these Kiwi 
Gems, the We Love You New 
Zealand! campaign includes a 
digital magazine that focuses 
on the connections to be 
found while exploring. Packed 
full of travel inspiration, the 
magazine has a mixture of 
long and short stories, lists, 
interviews, tips, highlights and 
warm-hearted humour.

Find out more at aatraveller.co.nz
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Will you leave 1%  
to give them a life 
worth living?
Your legacy is important to them.  
With just 1%, you can make a world  
of difference.

For more information, visit 
worldanimalprotection.org.nz/ 
bequests

DOUBLE 
TAKE
What lies behind the door that 
has no key? Was there really 
once a penthouse on the top of 
the museum? And how did two 
warplanes get up to the top floor? 
Discover the stories and secrets of one of 
Auckland’s best-loved buildings: the Auckland 
War Memorial Museum.

The Ultimate Historical Building Tour 
challenges guests who think they may know the 
majestic museum well to take a second look.  
A guide will impart insider knowledge spanning 
almost 100 years – from the early designs, to the 
building you see today.  
Go behind the facade as you meet the architects, 
discover what lies inside the wall cavities and 
learn how Auckland Museum has changed over 
the years. Book today at aucklandmuseum.com 
and get ready to be surprised. 

A classic brought to life 
Once upon a time, The Royal New Zealand Ballet took its 
captivated audience on a journey with dazzling dance, 
clever choreography and crafty costume and set design. 
In time for Christmas, the RNZB 
will take centre stage once again 
with the quintessential classical 
ballet, The Sleeping Beauty. 

Among the most recognisable 
of fairy tales, the story is told to 
the tune of Tchaikovsky’s spine-
tingling orchestral score, with 
scenes filled with fairies, woodland 
sprites, handsome princes and, of 
course, an enchanting princess.

RNZB Artistic Director 
Patricia Barker has assembled a 
powerhouse of ballet-world talent, 
including Australian choreographer 
Danielle Rowe, costume designer 
Donna Jefferis and American 
scenic designer Howard C. Jones.

The show runs from October 29 
through to December 12, 2020. 

See rnzb.org.nz for tickets and 
touring locations. 
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Fuelling 
kindness
A new feature on the BPMe app gives 
motorists the power to be kind.   
Until July 2021, customers can unlock a free Thank You 
Coffee by signing up, or logging in to BPMe. This delicious 
perk comes with two options: to enjoy or to pay it forward. 
Selecting ‘enjoy’ gives app users a free medium Wild Bean 
Cafe coffee or hot beverage to be ordered within 30 days. The 
‘pay it forward’ option provides the chance to put a smile 
on someone else’s face by passing the Thank You Coffee to 
another bp customer when they go to place their order.  

Either way, a free hot drink will brighten a morning 
commute, long road trip, or afternoon crawling in traffic. 

See bp.co.nz/thankyoucoffee for more. 

Queue alert! 
Wait times for Warrants of Fitness could  
be affected by an anticipated bottleneck. 
Many motorists welcomed the 
announcement from the NZ 
Transport Agency earlier this 
year that they had until October 
10, 2020 to renew a Warrant of 
Fitness (WoF) that had expired 
during the nationwide lockdown.

While the AA appreciates the 
extension was a relief to many, it 
has concerns that the universal 
due date will cause congestion as 
many motorists try to renew their 
vehicle’s WoF at once.

“If everyone waits until 
October, we anticipate there’ll 
be queues everywhere and long 
wait times – the opposite of the 
experience we want AA Members 
to have at our sites,” AA Motoring 
Services General Manager 

Jonathan Sergel says. And it 
won’t just be once. The bottleneck 
will happen again six months 
and 12 months later, when WoF 
renewals come up again. 

“All our sites are now fully 
operational and we urge motorists 
to renew their warrants when they 
expire, rather than wait for the 
October deadline.” 

AA Members save $7 off the cost of  
a WoF at AA Motoring sites and can 
accumulate 5 cents per litre with  
AA Smartfuel. Call 0800 456 654 or  
see aa.co.nz/book-a-service to book 
a WoF at your local AA Auto Centre.
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CLIMATE CHANGE COSTS
Over a year the average petrol vehicle 
emits around two tonnes of carbon 
dioxide into the atmosphere. For many 
motorists it may come as a surprise to 
learn that they have been paying the 
Government for that since July 2010. 

At the time of writing motorists pay 5.8 
cents for every litre of petrol and 6.7 cents 
for every litre of diesel they purchase. In 
coming years we can expect to see the cost 
of fuel rise in line with Government policy 
on climate change. However, unlike all of 
the other taxes motorists pay on fuel, the 
cost of carbon dioxide is not fixed directly 
by Government but is determined by the 
Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS). 

The ETS was established in 2008 
when the Government opted to follow 
the United Nations’ Kyoto Protocol 
approach of using global markets for 

carbon emissions instead of taxes. But 
unfortunately some developing countries 
issued huge amounts of fraudulent credits 
into the international markets; then the 
Global Financial Crisis collapsed carbon 
markets in 2013.

Since then, there has been a slow 
rebuild of the New Zealand ETS under 
the Paris Accord. In this new ETS there is 
no access to international carbon credits. 
The only sources of legitimate credits 
are allowances either issued by our 
Government directly, auctioned by the 
Government, or those sold by foresters. 
Where fuel retailers could in the past 
simply pay a fixed price ($25 per tonne) 
for each tonne of carbon dioxide, from 
January 1, 2021 they must trade on the ETS.

The price in the market is determined 
by supply and demand for credits. 

If there is more emissions demand than 
credits, the price rises. There is, however, 
a pressure valve. For the next few years 
if the price goes above $50 per tonne of 
CO2 (or 13.4 cents per litre for petrol 
and 15.6 cents per litre for diesel) the 
Government will release more credits into 
the marketplace to stabilise prices. 

Government policy in transport has 
mooted removing 500,000 tonnes of 
carbon, (250,000 cars or 1/13th of the 
current fleet) per year from 2025. The 
Government is investing $1.15 billion in 
walking and cycling, public transport and 
light rail to promote this. However, between 
a growing population, the price cap, Japan’s 
low production of right-hand-drive electric 
vehicles and the very small capacity of 
public transport and cycling to meet 
transport demand, it is far from certain that 
such an ambitious target can be met.

Meanwhile, where does motorists’ ETS 
money go? We are talking about $420 
million a year at current prices and more 
as the prices rise. So far it has gone into 
the Government’s consolidated fund to be 
spent on Government services. The AA 
recognises the need for action on climate 
change and believes this money should be 
directed to projects that will have a direct 
effect on reducing transport emissions. 
This should include exploring nett zero 
carbon petrol, diesel and jet fuel made from 
trees as well as beefing up the electricity 
network so it can handle an electric fleet. 

It is possible for New Zealand to become 
self-sufficient in clean, green transport 
energy but it will require investment; 
where better to obtain the funds than the 
emissions trading scheme? 
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Walk the weekend away at the Bay 
of Islands Walking Weekend 
This festival, in its 7th year, has more than 20 walks to 
choose from. You can walk the islands – travelling  
out by sail boat, tall ship or launch – walk to vineyards 
for tastings and platters, stroll past oyster farms and 
enjoy seafood feasts, walk and kayak, walk and bike! 
The weekend is held over three days, walks are guided  
and group size is limited. 

For more detail see boiwalkingweekend.co.nz 
The prize is for two people to stay two nights at 

the Duke Of Marlborough Hotel on the waterfront 
in Russell on October 16 and 17 and for three walks: 
Friday 16 – Mana, Missionaries and Mayhem Walk is  
a tour of Russell taking in some of the most significant 
landmarks including a tour of Pompallier Mission. 
Saturday 17 – Omata Estate Vineyard – is a walk from 
Russell along the coast, through mangroves over 
boardwalks, beautiful bush and views to Omata Estate 
Vineyard for wine tasting and platters. On Sunday 18 – 
Paihia Lookout and Charlotte’s Kitchen Walk is a bush 
walk finishing off at Charlotte’s Kitchen on the end of 
the Paihia Wharf for lunch. 

NOTE THE DATES – and enter now!

To be in to win, enter online at  
aadirections.co.nz by October 2, 2020.  

The winner will be notified that day.

Get away with TOP 10 
Holiday Parks 
With 50 parks across New 
Zealand, from Invercargill in the 
deep south, to Whatuwhiwhi in 
the sub-tropical north, TOP 10 offers clean, comfortable 
facilities of good quality. Whether you’re seeking the 
ultimate Kiwi camping experience, or fully equipped, 
self-contained units or motels, Top 10 has a range of 
accommodation to suit every traveller’s budget. 

Go to Top10.co.nz/accommodation
We have two $500 TOP 10 gift vouchers up for grabs 

to get you out exploring New Zealand and making 
memories for life. 

To be in to win, enter online at aadirections.co.nz or 
post your entry to AA Directions, Top 10 Competition, 

PO Box 5, Auckland 1140 by October 30, 2020.

WIN! 
TRAVEL PRIZES TO  
GET YOU GOING
From nights away to festival tickets, win prizes to help 
you on your way to a great New Zealand holiday. 
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Sleep beautifully at Bella Vista 
There are 27 Bella Vista motels in New Zealand, all with 
Qualmark 4-star endorsements. With a flexible accommodation 
pass, travellers can tour the country staying at various Bella 
Vista properties or head to one destination for an extended stay. 

See bellavista.co.nz
We have a five-night Studio Room flexible accommodation pass to give away. 

Enter online at aadirections.co.nz or post your entry to AA Directions, Bella 
Vista Competition, PO Box 5, Auckland 1140 by October 30, 2020.

Win a stay with YHA 
Staying with YHA is a brilliant family or 
small-group holiday option. Clean, safe, 
comfortable and conveniently-located 
across New Zealand, this affordable 
accommodation means you will have 
more money to create memories, be more 
adventurous and share more experiences. 
YHA has: 
• Private dorm rooms perfect  

for larger families
• Private rooms with en suites 
• Great rates

We have three trips of three nights 
to give away for up to five people per 
trip, staying in a private dorm. You can 
either spend them all at one YHA or 
indulge in a road trip and stay across 
multiple locations. 

The prize is to stay in YHA managed 
hostels only, in Auckland, Rotorua, 
Wellington, Christchurch, Tekapō, 
Mt Cook, Franz Josef, Wānaka, 
Queenstown or Te Anau. See yha.co.nz

Enter online at aadirections.co.nz 
or post entries to AA Directions, YHA 

Competition, PO Box 5, Auckland 1140 by 
October 30, 2020. (Terms and conditions 
apply, see aadirections.co.nz for details.)

Hit the road with Hertz 
Hertz car rentals has branches in 43 
locations all around New Zealand 
including every airport, and has an 
extensive rental vehicle selection to 
suit your next journey. AA Members can 
receive an exclusive discount for New 
Zealand rentals; visit aa.co.nz/hertz-car-
rental to find out more.
    This prize is for three days free rental 
with Hertz. 

Enter online at aadirections.co.nz 
or post your entry to AA Directions, 

Hertz Competition, PO Box 5, Auckland 
1140 by October 30, 2020. (Terms and 
conditions apply, see aadirections.co.nz 
for details.)

Win quality time at  
Heritage Auckland 
History and prestige combine at Heritage 
Auckland. Set within an iconic historic building, this central Auckland  
hotel’s accommodation experience is exceptional. See heritagehotels.co.nz

The prize is for two nights in a superior room, with complimentary use of  
the hotel pool, health club and tennis court.

To enter, head to aadirections.co.nz or post your entry to AA Directions, 
Heritage Auckland Competition, PO Box 5, Auckland 1140 by October 30, 2020.  

(Terms and conditions apply, see aadirections.co.nz for details.)
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ASK AWAY
AA Members ask the questions and we find the answers.

Q: Why do some country’s drivers drive on the right side 
of the road and the rest on the left?

A: It’s back to the bloody and lawless English Middle Ages 
for the best answer to this one.

Under the constant threat of being robbed, or worse, 
it was common to carry some sort of defensive weapon – 
typically, a sword. It was more efficient to draw your sword 
from the left-side of your body, as most people were (and 
still are) right-handed. People passed by on the left so they 
could swish, slash and hack to the right, if needed.

As the movement of people increased and the speed of 
travel hastened over the centuries – from horses to horse-
driven wagons, carriages, and then motorised vehicles – the 
tradition of passing on the left stuck.

Take a look at the list of countries who drive on the left 
and a pattern emerges. Australia, Hong Kong, India, South 
Africa and, of course, New Zealand, all drive on the left – a 
legacy of British colonial days.

‘Righties’ include most of Europe, after Napoleon 
conquered the continent in the 1800s. Legend has it he 
made the move due to his disgust of all things British, as a 

show of absolute power, and because he was left-handed. In 
the USA, perhaps in a bid to shed its British influence, New 
York state-regulated right-hand driving in 1804; other states 
soon followed, but the real deal-breaker came in 1908.

Henry Ford felt that the driver should always be closest to 
the centre lane, so put the steering wheel on the left of his 
best-selling Model T Ford. The car’s immense popularity 
meant that the rest of the car industry followed suit.

Motoring experts believe New Zealand has lost its chance 
to join the ‘righties.’ It will be just too expensive and too 
hard to do. If there was an opportunity, it would have been 
40-50 years ago, when roads were quieter. 

Sweden was the last ‘comparable’ country to make the 
switch – in 1967. Samoa went the other way in 2009, driven 
by a need to make car-buying more affordable by ending its 
reliance on expensive US imports. 

Do you have a question? It can relate to motoring, 
travel, insurance, finance – anything the AA covers! 

Send your question to AA Directions by email to 
editor@aa.co.nz



Spend $100 or 
more in a single 
transaction & 
save 20 cents 
per litre off fuel.

Pet food and fl ea 
treatments delivered 

straight to your door 

www.petdepot.co.nz 

30% of our profi ts 
go to SPCA

Every purchase you make 
helps support SPCA

AA Smartfuel terms and conditions apply. See www.aasmartfuel.co.nz/terms



Discover our Kiwi Gems 
aatraveller.co.nz
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Small Town 
TREASURES

TE AROHA
On sunny Saturday mornings, Te Aroha residents sometimes  
have to line up for their flat whites on Whittaker Street.

The coffee queue 
is as bad as rush 
hour gets in 
this thoroughly 
appealing Eastern 

Waikato town, population 4,500 or so. 
The weekend crowds are a fairly recent 
phenomenon; they’re mostly cyclists on 
the Hauraki Rail Trail from Thames or 
Waihī, Paeroa or Matamata. 

The bikers can’t claim they’ve 
discovered a hidden gem though; that 
honour goes to early Māori. Centuries 
ago, Arawa people soothed away their 
aches in the hot springs below the Kaimāī 
Range that separates the Waikato plains 
from coastal Bay of Plenty. By 1888, 
the pools had hatched a fashionable 
spa destination. Each year, thousands 

of visitors travelled by rail or sailed up 
the Waihou River to bathe in a series of 
springs said to cure everything from bad 
skin to rheumatism and insomnia. 

Today’s travellers can still visit 
the original Cadman Bathhouse 
Sanatorium, now a museum, and marvel 
at Mokena geyser that periodically 
shoots hot soda water skywards. They 
can also indulge in massage or spa 
treatments and a soak in the mineral 
pools in the manicured domain. The 
silica-rich spring water certainly leaves 
skin feeling silky; just the thing after 
a bike ride or a trek up the mountain 
behind the domain.

In good weather, Mount Te Aroha’s 
952m peak rewards with views across 
Coromandel Peninsula, out to the Bay 

of Plenty’s offshore islands and south to 
Ruapehu and Taranaki. At the foot of the 
maunga, there is plenty of interest within 
a 10-minute stroll of the domain. 

Te Aroha artist Adrian Worsley 
is responsible for the town’s clever 
sculptures, all made from scrap metal. 
His giant sausage dog, which stands near 
the clock tower, doubles as a bike rack. 

Just back from the main street, the 
distinctive mauve Villa Nine offers up 
wholesome salads and organic produce, 
health foods and a caffeine hit; several 
nearby shops offer locally-made gifts, 
plants and homewares. And close to 
the river, visitors will find a delightful 
wetlands walkway and wildlife refuge.  

Sue Hoffart
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WIN!  
A 

SENTIMENTAL 
STORY

A set of wheels can play a big role in our lives, spurring 
memories of milestones or reigniting dreams. 

Recollections might include the car your family 
had when you were growing up, your first teenage 
splurge, the transport to your wedding or what car 
your children left home in.

Stephen Barnett’s Life with Cars (RRP $49.99) is a 
collection of snapshots of New Zealand cars and 
the stories from those who own them. It features 
cars from the 1950s through to the 1980s that your 
grandparents, parents or you have likely driven, in 
a diverse range of makes and models, shapes and 
colours, complete with an appendix on the 
mechanical specifications and history of each.

Pictures reflect camping trips with tents piled 
high on roof racks, of owners fixing flat tyres, 
cleaning and polishing their pride and joy, or bent 
over reluctant engines. Accompanying the images 
are the contributors’ reminiscences – motoring 
memories, colourful yarns and often-hilarious 
anecdotes from yesteryear.  

AA Directions has ten copies of Life with Cars to give 
away. To be in to win, send your name and address 
to Life with Cars, AA Directions, PO Box 5, Auckland 
1140 or enter online at aadirections.co.nz before 
November 30, 2020.

‘Sploring local
One of New Zealand’s longest-running music 
festivals is giving Kiwis another reason to 
celebrate both their own beautiful backyard 
and the local music scene. 
Filling the beach at Auckland’s Tāpapakanga Regional Park 
with lights and lanterns, tents and whimsically-clad friends and 
family, Splore is self-described as a ‘three-day entertainment 
extravaganza and Aotearoa’s greatest dress up party.’ 

But Splore is more than a party, or a series of concerts – 
Splore is an experience. Splore embraces poetry, visual and 
performance art, boasts wellness workshops, a dedicated kids’ zone 
with its own programme of activities, mouth-watering food and an 
impressive approach to sustainability. Reusable cups are provided 
and Splore requires all vendors to use compostable packaging. 

A family-friendly event rich in music that celebrates creativity, 
champions local and promises a great time? At the beach? Sign 
us up! Splore kicks off February 26 to 28, 2021. Tickets are on sale 
via iTicket.co.nz  
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UNDERSTANDING 
INTERSECTIONS

An intersection is where two or more streets or roads join or cross.  
The definition includes where public entrances or exits of supermarkets, 
petrol stations and airports join a road. The best advice for approaching 

all intersections is to indicate for at least three seconds and start 
scanning early: right, left and behind to identify oncoming and following 
vehicles. Look for vehicles, motorcyclists or cyclists that may be moving 

from a parked situation or exiting nearby driveways.

Rural Intersection Activated Warning Signs: The 
NZ Transport Agency has been using these signs at 
high-risk rural intersections. LED speed limit signs 
are activated by the presence of crossing or turning 
vehicles, and alert through-traffic to reduce speed 
through the dangerous zone. When there are no 
turning vehicles at the intersection, the signs stay 
unlit, so through-traffic can pass uninterrupted. 

When activated, the sign has a red circle around 
the speed limit, representing the compulsory speed 
limit. Below that is a yellow diamond-shaped sign 
indicating the layout of the intersection ahead.

Improving the safety of high-risk intersections is 
a strategic priority under the Government’s Safer 
Journeys road safety strategy. 

Give Way Signs: The Road Code states when 
approaching a Give Way Sign: ‘you must slow down 
(or stop, if necessary) and give way.’ The key here is to 
be prepared to stop as you approach an intersection 
with a Give Way Sign. 

Stop Signs: You must bring your vehicle to a 
complete stop, not just slow down. Compulsory Stop 
Signs signal there are multiple factors to look out for 
before proceeding. 
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SCHEMES TO SUPPORT NEW 
businesses and new careers, 
spaces to learn new skills, lessons 
and insights from entrepreneurs 
pivoting in times of upheaval – this 
feature focuses on opportunity. 

Grabbing opportunities is 
something New Zealanders are 
good at. We have the attitude 
needed to make the most 
of circumstances, to see the 
possibilities. We look a challenge in 
the eye and turn it around, create 
something with it and, more often 
than not, share it with others. 

It tends to be in challenging 
times that opportunities present 
themselves. As Albert Einstein 
said: “In the middle of difficulty lies 
opportunity.” Well if ever there was 
a time, this is it!  

What are our options? We could 
worry, we could stress,  
we could focus on the difficulty – 
or we could see the opportunities 
and celebrate the successes.  

24 a a d i r e c t i o n s . c o . n z

Kati, Carl and River Freeman on their New Plymouth property
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The traditional Kiwi dream of merely owning 
a quarter-acre section wasn’t enough for New 
Plymouth couple Carl and Kati Freeman. 

They had more up their sleeves. 
Once settled into their new home – a former state 

house on the generous-sized plot – they rolled up 
said sleeves and transformed the section into a 
thriving suburban farm to provide their local 
community with fresh, healthy food.

“Growing food and connecting 
with the community through kai 
is a vibrant and fun part of life,” 
Carl says, as he and five-year-
old son, River, harvest plump 
grapefruit from a flourishing 
tree on the property. 

It took just two years for 
the land to produce more 
than 25 different types of fruit 
and vegetables that Carl now 
sells at a farmers’ market every 
weekend. In the process, he’s 
setting an inspirational example 
of what’s possible in any backyard, 
with productive techniques, organic inputs, 
creativity and a supportive community.    

The hard work on the farm extends beyond 
Carl and Kati. There are chooks, ducks, bees, 
berries, mushrooms, a worm farm and composting 
networks all playing their part to support organic, 
nutrient-dense output. 

Carl also distributes vege boxes in the area, and 
recently, he’s acquired funding for a partnership 
project between Farm Next Door – a network of 
small-scale, urban organic market gardens in central 
New Plymouth – and researchers and associates 
from Palmerston North’s Massey University.

“The research will focus on how we can create 
hyper-local food systems in Taranaki to replicate 

in other regions,” says Carl, whose experience in 
organic farming spans more than ten years.

He says that while River thinks it’s normal for 
families to grow their own produce, it’s not a reality 
for many children. He’s hoping that the research will 
extend its focus to providing healthy school lunches, 
with farms established near schools, giving kids access 

to fresh fruit and vegetables as well as an 
understanding of where it all comes from. 

To be involved in a movement that 
champions a revitalised approach 

to how produce is grown and 
distributed is an exciting and 

rewarding journey, Carl says, 
particularly when there has 
been no real innovation 
around how food is grown 
since post-war times.

“And there’s so much 
potential to ensure more 

people are fed healthy food 
from healthy soils,” Carl says. 
The flow-on effects are plentiful, 

too, ranging from better health to a more 
sustainable way of life and higher employment 

rates, Carl says. “An American study found that local 
food systems employ four times more people than 
conventional systems like supermarkets, which, in 
today’s climate, is particularly important.”  

And the best part? We can all contribute to the 
movement, no matter how big or small our footprint 
is. “You don’t have to go all in and buy a lifestyle 
block; you can do so much in your own backyard. 

“It’s fantastic to use compost and food scraps, 
or have a worm farm; that’s where the cycle of life 
comes from and it’s a real shame to send food to 
the tip,” Carl says.

Monica Tischler
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When Pic Picot started making peanut 
butter in his garage using a concrete mixer, 
he could only ever have dreamt of access 
to facilities now available to food start-up 
businesses in the top of the South Island. 

Thanks to his vision and determination, 
mixed with a sprinkling of serendipity 
and a chunk of funding from the 
Provincial Growth Fund, a new space 
has been created near Nelson to allow 
creativity to flow, and other budding 
entrepreneurs to test their rigour. 

The Food Factory – a brand new  
premises just a stone’s throw from Pic’s 
own Peanut Butter World in Stoke near 
Nelson, provides community-based 
commercial kitchen space on a short-
term lease for those wishing to expand 
their foodie ideas – whether they’re start-
ups or established companies needing 
space for temporary expansion.

“This region has bountiful natural 
resources and creative entrepreneurs,” 
says Pic, who established his peanut 
butter brand 13 years ago and has grown it 
into a multi-national household favourite. 
“Here, people can just come and get stuck 
in, making things. We don’t want anyone 
to turn the facility into their home – that’s 
not the idea. We’d like them to get their 

ideas out there and test the market, then 
get on with finding a proper factory. We’re 
just giving them the confidence to get that 
far. If we achieve what we’re intending, 
businesses will need to expand beyond 
what we can offer anyway.” 

The facility operates as a charitable 
trust, with initial set-up costs to fit out 
the kitchen areas covered with assistance 
from the Provincial Growth Fund. 

The idea came about as a result of Pic’s 
early days in business, when in the early 
‘80s he set up a small furniture-making 
firm within a large warehouse workshop, 
where many small enterprises shared 
ideas and supported each other. 

“It was so valuable; we’d share gear, 
knowledge and employees, and all had 
lunch and beers on Friday night together. 
That’s the kind of collaborative and 
collegial environment we’re trying to 
create here.”

The four commercial food-grade 
kitchens are equipped with basics 
such as stoves, ovens, tables, sinks 
and extraction. Beyond that, other key 
ingredients include common equipment 
– mixers, pans and trolleys – a smoko 
area and warehouse space with a forklift, 
chiller and storage. Tenants benefit 
from the assistance of an onsite business 
manager, as well as the wisdom of 
frequent visitor Pic, and the Board of 
Trustees, who can help forge links with 
wider mentor support. 

Innovative foodies have a potential 
outlet in the already successful shop and 
café that operates from Pic’s grand new 
factory, which also has a programme of 
popular tours.

“I’m excited about the prospect of 
bringing the tours through here too,” 
Pic says. “That’s why we’ve designed the 
kitchens with glass, and a walkway between 
them. From my experience with the peanut 
butter, people who see your product starting 
out feel really engaged. It would also give 
venture capitalists a chance to come 
through and see what’s new. Food’s very 
sexy at the moment for investment – it’s 
bombproof, a very safe industry to be in.”

The building was completed just prior to 
the national Covid-19 lockdown, and when 
the doors opened to tenants afterwards, 
businesses were already queuing up. 

Mina Wilkie-Smith, co-founder 
of successful brand Proper Crisps, 
unexpectedly took on a new artisan 
Danish crackerbread venture during 
lockdown and urgently sought commercial 
kitchen space to get it rolling. “It was 
exactly what we needed in the interim 
until we could make our own facility,” she 
says. “It’s a great collaborative space, the 
facilities are beautiful, and having local 
businesses to work alongside is wonderful.”   

In the neighbouring kitchen, staff from 
Little Beauties dip slices of naturally 
dried sweet kiwifruit into molten 
chocolate. “We wouldn’t have been able 
to meet sales demand if this place hadn’t 
been here,” Managing Director Rob 
Simcic says. “It’s filled a gap that enables 
us to keep growing and employ more 
staff. The collaboration that comes from 
sharing space with other cool food and 
beverage businesses is a big benefit, too.” 

A specially designed show kitchen is 
the icing on the cake and available for all 
tenants and others wanting to showcase 
products. “It means we can also operate 
as an educational facility, for food-
related training programmes,” Pic adds. 
“I envisage it as Te Tumu Kai – a food 
mooring post – where people are welcome 
in their different waka to tie up for a while; 
as somewhere that can become a central 
place for food production and ideas.”. 

There’s already a well-worn path 
between the two factories, with Pic 
and his guide dog Fido visiting often to 
check on how things are going, and Pic a 
willing sampler of the fare being created. 

“I’m excited at the idea of being around 
people who’re really digging what they’re 
into,” Pic says. “They’re innovators who’re 
passionate about coming up with new stuff 
and this way they can get it out there to see 
if people like it. It’s all very cool.”  
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Pic Picot and entrepreneur in The Food Factory
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It’s not hard to fall in love with the silk garments 
and soft, woollen knits on the clothing racks 
inside the stores of New Zealand fashion label, 
RUBY. It’s even easier to fall in love with the 
story woven into the business.

RUBY General Manager Emily Miller-Sharma 
has made it her mission to extend her work 
well beyond producing pretty patterns. She’s 
committed to changing historical patterns 
within the fashion world by creating new 
opportunities for the future industry through 
the RUBY Academy Apprenticeship Workshops.   

“The apprenticeships address a skill shortage 
in the New Zealand manufacturing scene,” 
Emily says. “As many machinists and cutters 
reach retirement age, there just isn’t that new 
generation being trained in the way others were.” 

It also addresses the predictions of widespread 
unemployment due to Covid-19, plus the 
volumes of fabric wasted in the production 
process – from unusual shapes left behind when 
cutting out the arm or neck of a t-shirt, to the 
flecks and flaws commonly found in fabric rolls. 

“These make great materials for apprentices 
to learn and practise with; it can be expensive 
for someone who is learning,” Emily says.

Apprentices will develop skills in the 
Auckland workshop and have guidance from 
the label’s patternmaker, sample machinist and 
creative director. Garments will be sold online, 
with RUBY and the apprentice each taking a 
half share of the sale price. 

Emily says the feeling of empowerment 
that comes through the opportunity to learn is 
universal, and she’s excited to work alongside 
budding machinists, cutters and patternmakers 
from all walks of life and stages in career. 

“Education is so important. Learning 
something new makes you feel like you belong; 
like you’re part of a community and that you 
have worth,” she says. “The RUBY Academy is 
big on the idea of life-long learning. We think 
it’s important to stay curious.”  

Continual learning is something that Emily 
embraces in other avenues of her life and 
business, from welcoming her first child earlier 
this year, to launching the RUBY Academy in 
2018 to provide in-house training to employees, 
giving them the chance to diversify their 
knowledge across different departments. During 
the nationwide lockdown, she released a series 
of clothing patterns and DIY jewellery kits for 
customers to try their hand at making. She’s 
even introduced beehives at her central Auckland 
workshop and is training staff to keep bees. 

“It’s important that we have bees in the city 
and as we have the ability to support that,  
we need to make sure it happens,” Emily says. 
“It’s about understanding what we are good at 
and what the natural extension of that is in the 
wider community. It’s about asking ‘what is it that 
I can control and how is my time best spent?’” 

Emily says addressing sustainability in 
business doesn’t seem so overwhelming that way. 

“We can only do so much, but we can do 
small things that genuinely add to the greater 
movement,” she says. “Companies feel less fearful 
talking about what they’re doing in the realm of 
sustainability because they don’t have to have 
done everything perfectly; the job is never done.” 

Monica Tischler
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When it comes to opportunities within Tūranga 
library, it seems to be limitless; the Special Projects 
team at Christchurch’s central library even touches 
on space flight. Almost two years after it opened, the 
library pulls in about 2,400 people a day, including 
aerospace university students helping secondary 
pupils with a space-themed physics programme.

It attracts book borrowers, of course – but also 
locals and travellers needing to sew a pair of pants 
at one of the four sewing machines on the top floor. 
Or musicians who access the high-quality recording 
studio in an adjacent media suite. Or entrepreneurs 
keen to test a business idea on the 3D printers and 
laser cutters that are staffed by resident experts.

Meanwhile, parents bring their children to Tūranga 
for birthday parties amidst 125,000 pieces of Lego 
construction blocks on the hapori (community) level of 
the architecturally-designed four-storey building. The 
first level is also the place to find books for children 
and young people, a craft area and an espresso bar.

Library employee Danny McNeil is a learning 
specialist on the team that helped bring some of 
these innovations to the public building, after 
the original city library was felled in the 2011 
Christchurch earthquake.

“It’s a second chance,” Danny says of the decision 
to rebuild a new kind of library. “It provides equity 
of access to a whole lot of equipment that people 
wouldn’t otherwise be able to get to; it helps bridge 
the growing digital divide. Back in the old days, 
books were too costly for the common person. Books 
and literacy were the realm of the wealthy. Now, there 
can be real barriers around some technology and we 
want to be the ones to democratise all that stuff.”

He says the library has also hired experts to help 
people use the high tech equipment. The media 
suite, for example, is overseen by three tertiary-
trained experts in film and music production. 

“It’s hugely costly to get commercial studio space, 
so we have loads of emerging artists around town 
who use it, lots of rappers and a guy originally from 
Chile who is producing his music from our studio.

“We can facilitate podcasts, webinars and we’ve 
also had a local Pacifica group who read English 
stories in their own languages so they could deliver 
them back to their own children.”

Danny says the library’s resources support the local 
economy, too. He recounts the tale of entrepreneur 
Anthea Madill who wanted to use 3D printer waste and 
plastic offcuts to create new, saleable items. Following 
a chance meeting, he invited her to visit the library and 
work with its publicly-accessible equipment.

“She was trying to develop a social enterprise 
but was struggling to get traction or easy access 
to equipment and expertise. We got her up to the 
library and she reused five years’ worth of plastic 
waste that I’d been storing. Anthea prototyped 
earrings, book covers, buckles – a whole range of 
products – and went on to sell them.”

The resulting enterprise, Remix Plastic, received 
national attention and an avalanche of orders after 
Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern appeared in public 
wearing a pair of feather-shaped earrings that were 
made from waste plastic.

Danny says a willingness to listen to people is key 
to the library’s success. At the outset, that meant 
extensive public consultation and a partnership 
with Matapopore and mana whenua that provided 
new opportunities to relay the city’s cultural history. 

“That robust community engagement meant 
people have got what they actually wanted.”

More recently, Danny listened to an eight-
year-old boy who told him the library’s after-
school programme would be better attended if it 
incorporated the Minecraft online game.

“Now, Minecraft is huge, it’s massive. We’ve seen 
it evolve into an incredible education platform, 
with a whole lot of curriculum-focussed activity 
in science and nature. Library staff have built an 
‘empathy’ Minecraft world. And our after-school 
programmes are constantly in waitlist mode, in four 
or five locations around the city.”

Sue Hoffart
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Back in the old days, 
books were too costly 

for the common 
person. Books and 

literacy were the 
realm of the wealthy. 

Now, there can be 
real barriers around 

some technology and 
we want to be the 

ones to democratise 
all that stuff.

Christchurch library’s Danny McNeil in the 3D print studio
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Three years ago, What The Food founder Jorja Tarrant 
was battling anxiety, depression and an anorexia 
eating disorder. Now she is beaming; singing the 
praises of small town living, company ownership and 
the therapeutic benefits of concocting sweet treats 
for health-conscious people or those with particular 
dietary needs. The 27-year-old’s handmade slices, tarts 
and cakes are safe for coeliacs or those allergic to dairy 
products, and suitable for vegans or anyone aiming to 
avoid refined sugar and artificial food additives.

Her busy retail outlet on Te Awamutu’s main street is 
open three days a week. She has employed another baker 
to help meet demand from online orders and a growing 
list of cafés and restaurants throughout the Waikato. The 
work motivates her to eat properly and look after herself.

“I need to be well to continue to do this because I’m 
having a really good time. Being able to do something I 
love is the most helpful thing in the world. Before, I was 
feeling so lost. Now, I actually have something to hold 
on to and I don’t want to lose it, I’ve worked too hard.”

The high achieving young sportswoman played 
competitive squash while ticking off a conjoint Waikato 
University degree in sport and leisure as well as screen 
and media. At the end of her degree, completed under the 
prestigious Sir Edmond Hillary scholarship programme, 
she realised none of her specialty subjects interested her. 
Seeking direction, she undertook more study and became 
an increasingly unhappy secondary school teacher.

“My mental health was deteriorating, I was trying 
to gain control of my life. I started over-exercising, 
undereating; excluding myself from friends.”

A friend intervened to ensure she received specialist 
treatment and, as her recovery began, a relative 
encouraged her to venture into the kitchen. She started 
making sweets for her cousin’s appreciative husband, 
a health-conscious athlete who insisted she try selling 
her edible wares. The first market stall was a hit so she 
conjured a company name and began selling online, 

developing recipes and assembling dishes while 
listening to eating disorder recovery podcasts and 
experimenting with chocolate and coconut.

“That was my therapy, my little happy place.  
I like being really hands-on. I’d always put myself  
into the sporty bracket, but I’ve realised I’m creative.”

She also came to appreciate that food could be 
fun and that healthy eating should never be about 
deprivation.

“I’ve never been one to talk about my feelings much; 
I’m always just ‘good.’ But I also started sharing what I 
was going through, which really opened up a sense of 
community and conversations I hadn’t had before.  
It helped a hell of a lot.”

Residents from her home town have metaphorically 
and sometimes literally wrapped their arms around 
her, providing friendship, enthusiastic custom and 
support as she dealt with the ups and downs of 
entrepreneurship. These people have, she says, helped 
her realise she deserves to occupy space in a world 
where once: “I was certain I had to shrink, I did not 
think I deserved to be there. It’s still weird to think 
about it; I feel sorry for that version of myself.”

Jorja has started offering cooking classes to children 
and hopes to expand her repertoire for adults, while 
continuing to extend the wholesale arm of her 
business. She gets a particular kick out of introducing 
men – they tend to be the most dubious – to the 
pleasures of healthier sweets.

“It’s about having fun with food and giving yourself 
permission to enjoy it,” she says.

For Jorja, that also means always reminding herself 
the world will not be better if she is 5kg lighter and 
continuing to focus on the joy that food and happy 
customers bring her.

“You’ve just got to surround yourself with good people.”

Sue Hoffart    
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Wheel Love 
Wayne McDonald-Sundborn and his  
1966 Chrysler Imperial Crown. 
I HAVE ALWAYS been a fan of American 
cars, and this style of car in particular. 
I really wanted a Lincoln Continental 
– like the car that President Kennedy 
was shot in – but there were none 
around. The Chrysler Imperial Crown 
is very similar in style, but not a 
convertible, obviously. 

I’ve always been fascinated by 
Cuba. I went there for a month in 
2015, and plan to go back to see the old 
American cars. When President Batista 
fled Cuba along with other wealthy 
people, they left their cars behind. 

They reckon there were something like 
150,000 pre-1959 cars left there. It was 
fantastic, all the beautiful cars there. 

When I bought this 10 years ago it 
had 52,000 miles on the clock. We take 
a couple of trips a year in it, maybe go 
north (from Auckland) or take a drive 
to the Waikato, and we’ve been to 
Beach Hop. It’s a left hand drive; you 
have to concentrate, but it’s not too 
bad. It has power steering and is fine to 
park – it’s a joy to drive, really.   

THIS ISSUE IN 
MOTORING

45  
Avoiding a lemon
Looking to purchase a used 
car? Here's what to be aware 
of before taking the keys.    

46 
Written in the stars 
People are twice as likely to 
die or be seriously injured in 
a 1- or 2-star rated car than 
in a 5-star rated vehicle.  

52  
Taking charge
Electric vehicle sales 
continue to grow in New 
Zealand. So, what's it like 
owning one? 
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Tina Morrison explains the 
attraction to an iconic caravan.
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G
raphic designer Joseph Ku 
was driving his son Jaedon 
home from school in the 
Christchurch suburb of 

Harewood when he spotted a shiny 
vintage aluminium Airstream caravan 
passing by, and was smitten.

“I saw it and it was like love at first 
sight,” he recalls of the moment back in 
2013. “The Airstream is like the pinnacle 
of caravan design. It’s probably the most 
beautiful caravan that’s ever been made. 

“I said to my wife, ‘hey, I want one – 
where can I get one?’”

With the help of Trade Me, Joseph 
became the proud owner of a 20-foot 
Flying Cloud, one of three Airstreams 
imported direct from the Ohio factory 
in the United States by the late Dunbar 
Sloane Snr, whose family runs New 
Zealand’s oldest auction house.

Sloane Snr was friends with Kiwi 
entrepreneur Wade Thompson, who 
moved to New York. With business 
partner Peter Orthwein, Wade 
Thompson formed Thor Industries and 
bought the ailing Airstream company, 
returning it to profitability with hard 
work, focus and discipline.

“He loved the RV (recreational vehicle) 
business,” says Brad Jackson, a professor 
of leadership who interviewed Wade 
for a documentary film used to teach 
management around the world. 

“He loved making them, and he loved 
selling them!”

The year after Wade died in 2009, 
his friend, Sloane Snr, bought a small, 
medium and large Airstream for his 
family holiday spot in Pāuanui on 
the Coromandel Peninsula, where he 
positioned the striking caravans around 
a big canvas African Safari tent.

“There were always people walking 
around, staring in,” reminisces his son 
Dunbar Sloane Jnr, who now runs the 
auction house. “It was quite an eccentric 
set-up, but it was good fun!” 



Join Hertz Gold Plus Rewards® and Get More.
Hertz Gold Plus Rewards® is free to join and offers a range of additional 
benefits for renters.
• Faster Rentals - Skip the queue and go straight to your car
• Rewards Points - Earn points every time you rent
• Exclusive Promotions - Access exclusive offers

Find out more or book at hertz.co.nz/aa

*Hertz New Zealand T&Cs apply, refer hertz.co.nz/aa 
**AA Smartfuel discount on up to fifty litres of fuel, T&Cs apply, 
refer AAsmartfuel.co.nz/terms

Get an exclusive 15% off the base rate*, 
plus a 5 cents per litre AA Smartfuel discount on New Zealand rentals**

Driving more benefits 
to AA Members
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Sloane Snr held the New Zealand 
license for Airstream but while many 
people were interested, converting them 
to New Zealand standards proved too 
much of a barrier for most. 

“It was a huge, huge effort to get them 
working in New Zealand,” says Sloane 
Jnr. “I think that put a lot of buyers off. 
It’s a pity they don’t come set up for  
New Zealand, otherwise I think they 
would sell like hotcakes.”

Today, there are 80 Airstream caravans 
registered in New Zealand, according 
to the New Zealand Transport Agency. 
Some of those have been turned into eye-
catching retro coffee carts and food vans 
dotted throughout the country.

Aucklanders Grant Collins and 
Joanne Langwell brought three vintage 
Airstreams back from the USA in 2017 
and have turned the 31-footer into 
The Land Yacht Bar, which is hired 
for weddings, functions and corporate 
events around New Zealand.

One was sold and now resides on 
Great Barrier Island, and Grant has 
been living in the 25-foot Tradewind 

fulltime since July last year, after selling 
his automotive workshop.

“I love it. I can just pack up whenever I 
want to and hit the road,” he says.

Except when there is a global 
pandemic of course. The 58-year-old 
was camped at Ōhope in March when 
the country went into lockdown and 
hunkered down for the duration. After 
the initial isolation, he and the other 
campers had a fantastic time, enjoying 
movie and pizza nights parked up at one 
of the nation’s most beautiful beaches.

Globally, Airstreams are experiencing a 
boom, as the tiny-home movement drives 
demand with lifestylers, and Millennials 
seek adventure and experiences. Unique 
accommodation offerings like Airstreams, 
with its distinctive aeronautical design, 
have become popular through services 
like Airbnb and there are now even 
Airstream hotels such as the AutoCamp 
chain in America.

 Back in New Zealand, Joseph Ku says 
he’s seen increased interest through the 
New Zealand Airstream Club he set up. 
Still, he says there aren’t many for sale here 

and importing them is pricey, starting at 
about $50,000 for a vintage model. 

Airstream opened a new factory in 
Ohio this year which will allow it to 
more than double production. While it 
experienced a setback due to Covid-19 
in March, with production stopping 
almost overnight, it reopened in June 
and chief executive Bob Wheeler says 
he is seeing signs the industry will 
emerge in good shape, with better-
than-expected sales.

“There is great potential for Airstream 
to come out of this crisis stronger than 
ever,” he noted in a pandemic update. 
The company’s research found people 
wanted to avoid crowds, were more 
interested in RVs and favoured travel to 
isolated locations such as national parks.

That resonates with Joseph Ku, who 
along with wife Ying and son Jaedon, 
hitched up their Airstream for a trip to 
Tekapō in the winter school holidays.

“Covid-19 gave us more time to spend 
with family and has reminded us that 
we should go out and enjoy the great 
outdoors a bit more,” he says. 

See aadirections.co.nz for more motoring stories.

Globally, Airstreams are experiencing a 
boom, as the tiny-home movement drives 
demand with lifestylers, and Millennials 
seek adventure and experiences.



  MAKING TRANSPORT SAFER  

Reviving essential road 
maintenance
Improving existing roads is the number 
one area that our Members want more 
Government investment in, ahead 
of improving public transport, more 
road policing or building new roads. 
Our surveys have also shown growing 
dissatisfaction with the quality and 
maintenance of roads in recent years.

The experience of drivers 
encountering potholes and poor road 
surfaces on major highways has become 
more common, and the hard data tells 
the same story. The amount spent on 
road maintenance fell below sustainable 
levels during the last decade and we now 
need to play catch-up.

There has been a welcome increase in 
maintenance spending recently, but it’s 
not enough and the AA is calling for an 
increase of more than $300 million in 
road maintenance spending each year 
from the next Government.

Evidence clearly shows that 
maintenance and the quality of the road 
surface has a real impact on safety.  
We need to bring our roads back up to 
the standard they should be.

  MAKING TRANSPORT GREENER  

A clear road map for safer, 
greener vehicles
More New Zealanders drive older 
vehicles than people in many other 
developed countries. There are a range of 
reasons for this, but it has implications 
for both the environmental and safety 
effects of driving. Being older doesn’t 
necessarily make a car bad but, in general 
terms, modern vehicles are more fuel 
efficient, create less emissions and are 
more protective in the event of a crash.

There is widespread agreement that 
modernising our fleet will deliver a lot of 
benefits, but it’s something that is easier 
said than done. It needs a coordinated 
effort between the Government and 
industry over time. 

The AA is calling for the authorities and 
all the key players involved in the vehicle 
industry to develop a road map for how we 
can realistically improve our fleet in the 
decades ahead and the actions needed to 
get there. This would be the plan for how 
we accelerate the uptake of low-emissions 
vehicles like hybrids and electric vehicles, 
and how we can get more polluting 
vehicles off the road. 

M O T O R I N G

W hile the global Covid-19 pandemic has added uncertainty to what the next 
Government can commit to, the AA has identified solutions we believe are 
possible in the short to medium term to make our transport safer, better 

and greener. These 12 election calls are based on AA Members’ responses to surveys, 
issues raised by our District Councils around the country, AA Research Foundation 
work and our own policy analysis. Here we touch on just some of those calls.

40 a a d i r e c t i o n s . c o . n z

Dylan Thomsen outlines the changes that the AA would 
like the next Government to make around transport.
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  MAKING TRANSPORT BETTER  

Give drivers more safe  
places to pass
Struggling to get past slower vehicles 
and people following too closely are two 
of the biggest frustrations AA Members 
have on the roads. In a survey earlier this 
year, nearly 80% supported increasing 
the number of passing lanes.

The Autumn 2020 issue of AA 
Directions outlined the AA’s support for 
more median barriers on our highways. 
As median barriers have been proven 
to massively reduce road deaths and 
serious injuries, the Government is 
planning to significantly increase 
the amount of divided highways over 
the next decade. We want to see this 
work combined with more frequent 
opportunities for passing, like what 
Sweden has done with its ‘2+1’ roads. 
These are fully-divided, three-lane 
highways where the median barrier 
alternates every few kilometres, so 
each direction has regular passing 
opportunities.

More generally, the AA is calling for 
median barrier projects to be combined 
with regular passing opportunities 
or space for slow or stopped vehicles 
outside of the main traffic flow. These 
would create win-win situations where 
we prevent crashes in ways that are 
welcomed by the public while also 
improving the driving experience. 

  MAKING TRANSPORT SAFER  

Target cell phone use  
behind the wheel
At more than 1.7 million 
strong, the AA’s 
Membership has 
a wide range of 
views on all 

issues. However, there are some that 
have extremely strong agreement. The 
use of cell phones while driving is one 
of these. Many people report seeing 
illegal cell phone use on nearly every 
trip, so clearly the current approach isn’t 
changing this behaviour.

Overseas experience indicates that 
simply increasing fines for those caught 
is not going to solve the problem on its 
own, so the AA is calling for the next 
Government to make the reduction of 
cell phone use by drivers an urgent road 
safety priority. We need a package of 
actions that combines better detection, 
effective penalties, awareness campaigns 
and technology solutions.

AA Motoring Affairs General 
Manager Mike Noon says the aim of the 
AA’s advocacy is to be a voice for the 
reasonable motorist.

 “These calls reflect areas
of strong support and 

common ground amongst 
our Members, as well 
as being realistic 
and achievable 
opportunities,” 
he says. 

“Along with the calls written about 
in detail in this article there are others 
focussed on reducing alcohol – and drug 
–impaired driving; giving young people 
the help and training they need when 
they are learning to drive and making real 
progress on rapid transit.

“The AA has promoted all of these to 
the major political parties in the lead-
up to the election and will continue to 
do so with the next Government. By 
taking up these calls they can deliver less 
deaths and injuries on the roads, less 
environmental harm from driving, less 
time wasted in traffic and more enjoyable 
travel for everyone.”  

41S P R I N G  2 0 2 0

For more detail on the AA’s election calls, go to  
aa.co.nz/electioncalls and see aadirections.co.nz 
for more advocacy stories.
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W O R K I N G  F R O M  H O M E

Doing our 
homework 
A new survey of AA Members highlights the popularity of 
working from home. Could it be a transport game-changer?  

I f you needed confirmation that 
working from home was now ‘a 
thing,’ look no further than email 

signatures in the corporate world. 
More and more, alongside all the usual 
information such as title and contact 
details, people are now stating which 
days of the week they are in the office 
and which days they are WFH. 

Working from home – WFH – has 
become a part of life in a way it never 
was before. It’s one of the few things we 
can be thankful to Covid-19 for. The 
lockdown resulted in a massive leap 
forward in the ability of Kiwi businesses 
– and their staff – to work remotely. 
Organisations that didn’t have the 
right technology or workplace culture 
suddenly had to change. 

And the change is one that a lot of 
people have responded to very positively. 
The popularity of working from home is 
one of the main findings of a survey on 
Covid-19 travel behaviour undertaken 
by Auckland University Master of 
Engineering student Amanda Kananke 
Arachchige (supervised by Dr Doug 
Wilson in the Department of Civil and 
Environmental Engineering). The survey 
was sent out to AA Members exclusively, 
and garnered just over 1,000 responses 
from all over the country. Of the 
respondents who regularly travelled to 
work prior to the lockdown, around one 
quarter said they intend to work more 

from home in the future; nearly all cited 
the fact they were more used to working 
from home and it suited them well. 

The findings line up with a survey 
carried out by the New Zealand Transport 
Agency (NZTA) showing that following 
the lockdown, the proportion of people 
working from home has stabilised at 20%, 
compared to 9% prior to the lockdown.

Over 60% of NZTA survey 
respondents said their workplace had 
become more open to working from 
home, and a similar proportion said 
their workplace had changed how it 
operates so more people can regularly 
work from home. Of the 20% still 
working from home, nearly all would 
prefer to continue doing so. 

The potential transport benefits of 
working from home are obvious: fewer 
people commuting means fewer vehicles 
on the road at peak times (particularly 
if the reduction is spread out across the 
week), meaning faster speeds and shorter 
travel times. And the great thing is, it 
doesn’t involving disadvantaging one 
user group in order to advantage another, 
which is what happens when lane space 
gets reallocated, for instance. 

The benefits are borne out by the 
academic research, but are also evident 
in what we’re seeing in our cities right 
now. The AA’s own travel time data 
shows that congestion levels in Auckland 
and Wellington have climbed back up 

since the country entered Alert Level 1, 
but they’re still some way below the levels 
we would’ve expected to see had it not 
been for Covid-19.

Barney Irvine, the AA’s Principal 
Advisor for Infrastructure, says that 
working from home won’t make sense 
for every business, but that if as many as 
possible of those that can do it continue 
to do it for the long term, it could prove 
to be one of the most important single 
things we do to manage congestion. 

“All the focus when it comes to 
addressing congestion has been on road 
and rail mega-projects costing billions of 
dollars. Yet we may find the solution that 
has the most impact is actually one that 
requires no infrastructure at all; one we 
arrived at by dealing with challenges that 
weren’t even transport-related.” 

Of course, the de-congestion benefits 
aren’t the only appeal: workers stand 
to gain from reduced stress and lower 
commuting costs (such a parking); the 
economy as a whole stands to gain from 
reduced infrastructure costs and reduced 
CO2 emissions. 

Given all of this, it’s surprising that 
working from home has attracted only 
limited interest from researchers until 
now. To help shed further light, the AA 
Research Foundation has commissioned 
a scoping study by the New Zealand 
Institute of Economic Research into the 
economic, environmental, transport and 
wellbeing benefits of a scenario where 
everyone who can work from home one 
day each week, does so. The research will 
be the first step towards finding a way to 
calculate the benefits and costs of getting 
more people to work from home, as if it 
was any other transport project. 

The aim should be to reduce the volume 
of commuters and to make it as easy as 
possible for people to commute outside 
peak hours. The result will provide 
benefits both for those working from home 
and those who still need to commute. 

For more advocacy stories go to aadirections.co.nz



rightcar.govt.nz

The Decepta

Hop in the front and let safety take a backseat
Bringing together the latest features with the fi nest 
fl aws, the Decepta has everything you want, and 
lacks everything you need.

Bluetooth stereo, front and rear cup holders and 
other comforts will all make driving a dream. 

Crashing will be a nightmare though, without all 
those safety features you didn’t know it didn’t have.

Know what you’re getting into. 
Always check a car’s Star Safety Rating. 
The more stars, the safer you are.

NTA2273_AA_Dir_FP 2020-02-18T12:01:24+13:00
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C A R  B U Y I N G  T I P S

S o you’re thinking of buying a used car. Now 
what? How do you know if the car you’ve 
found online is a good buy? Is it going to be 

reliable? How can you tell? No one wants to buy a 
dud or find out they’ve paid more for a car than it’s 
worth. Here is how to avoid purchase regret.

Do your research
If you want to ensure that you’re getting value for 
money and not being ripped off, shop around. 
Doing some research is a great place to start. 

Check online and look at other examples of the 
same vehicle you’re considering. Compare their 
condition, age, price and mileage with the vehicle 
you’re interested in. If you find something that’s 
better, re-think your options. It’s good to stay open-
minded and not get trapped into thinking you’ve 
found ‘the one’ before doing thorough research.

Check the car out and go for a test drive
It goes without saying that you can make anything 
look good in a photo. Online images advertising a 
vehicle might make it look like new when, in reality, 
they’re trying to sell an old banger. 

Checking the car out in person and thoroughly 
examining its condition will help you get an idea if 
everything is as it seems. Taking it for a drive will also 
allow you to get a feel for the car, including its handling, 
transmission and whether it’s really what you’re after. 

The AA recommends asking in advance if the 
seller is able to sanitise the car; if not, take your own 
sanitising towels along. 

Get an independent, expert inspection 
Before buying a used car, arrange a pre-purchase 
vehicle inspection. An inspection can uncover 
secrets of a vehicle’s past that you can’t spot 
yourself. This will reassure you that you’re buying  
a reliable car before you hand over your money. 

Find out the car’s full history 
Cars that have records of consistent servicing have 
usually been well maintained by their owners. 

Buying a car with a reliable servicing history provides 
further reassurance that the car you’re interested in is 
unlikely to need any immediate repairs.

An AA Vehicle History Report scans through 
three million records covering cars, vans, trucks, 
motorbikes, caravans and trailers, making it easy to 
check almost any vehicle in New Zealand. 

Find out the car’s true value 
A valuation report checks the market price of 
virtually any make and model of car in New 
Zealand to ensure that you’re paying fair market 
value. It will also specify the mileage, condition, fuel 
consumption and emissions rating of the car, giving 
you an idea of how much the running costs will be. 

When buying a secondhand car, you ultimately 
want to avoid paying out more in the long run. You can 
do this by taking your time before making a decision, 
then making the right choice based on your needs. 

Following these steps will help give you some idea 
about what to look out for, but our team at the AA are 
here if you need that bit of extra help to decide.  

Here to help
AA Members can book pre-purchase vehicle 
inspections for $169; find a comprehensive history 
online for $20, an AA Vehicle Valuation Report for 
$19.95 or get a vehicle valuation and vehicle history 
report together for a bundle price of $35.90.  

If you’re an AA Member you can take advantage 
of our free AA Expert advice service. 

The team can offer you all the advice you need 
when buying a car.  If you’re stuck on which car to 
buy, or you’re worried about inherent problems 
with certain makes and models of cars, get in touch 
at aatech@aa.co.nz or by calling 0800 500 333.

BEST BUYS
Cade Wilson shares tips on getting the best car deal.
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o one wants to be involved 
in a car crash, but if you 
were, would you rather be 
in a car that had a 77% 

likelihood of death or serious injury, or 
in one with a 12% chance? Of course you 
would choose the latter, and despite what 
many people think, that safer car needn’t 
be expensive or brand new. 

That’s one of the messages in the new 
Waka Kotahi New Zealand Transport 
Agency (NZTA) safety campaign. The 
NZTA arranged to have two similar used 
cars crash tested at a laboratory in Sydney 
that normally undertakes single-vehicle 
crash tests for the Australasian New 
Car Assessment Programme. This time 

the lab tested two older cars of a similar 
age (around 10-12 years), similar size 
(hatchbacks), that could be purchased for 
a similar price ($5,000 or less).

While having those things in common, 
one key detail separated them: one car 
had a 5-star safety rating, the other had a 
1-star rating. 

Research shows that people are twice 
as likely to die or be seriously injured in 
a 1- or 2-star rated car, than they are in 
a 5-star rated vehicle. NZTA’s campaign 
graphically illustrates that difference and 
shows how two outwardly similar cars 
can have very different crash outcomes.

AA’s General Manager Motoring 
Affairs Mike Noon says the message from 

the test is clear: “Buy the safest car you can 
afford. Not all cars are equal when it comes 
to crashworthiness but, regardless of age or 
budget, there will likely be a safer option.”

This is important because two thirds 
of fatal and serious injury crashes involve 
1- and 2-star vehicles, even though they 
only make up about 41% of the fleet. 
Making matters worse, people under 25 
are more likely to be in a crash than older 
drivers and they are also more likely to 
be driving less-safe cars; three quarters 
of deaths and serious injuries for young 
people occur in 1- and 2-star cars. 

While young people can’t usually afford 
to buy a new car, NZTA Senior Manager 
Road Safety Fabian Marsh says this test 

M O T O R I N G

N

A new safety campaign illustrates that safer vehicles 
don’t need to be expensive. Mark Stockdale reports.

Stars 
on 
cars
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V E H I C L E  S A F E T Y

Know how
There are three ways a car’s safety rating, 
or crashworthiness, is assessed. The 
Australasian New Car Assessment 
Programme (ANCAP), assesses popular 
cars up to six years' of age. For cars older 
than six years, Used Car Safety Ratings 
(UCSR) apply, based on the results of 
actual road crashes involving those 
models in both Australia and New 
Zealand. If there's not enough crash 
information about a specific make and 
model, then an averaged Vehicle Safety 
Risk Rating is applied. Over 95% of cars in 
New Zealand have a safety rating that 
people can look up.
   Stuart Newstead of Monash University 
Accident Research Centre explains the 
difference between ANCAP and UCSR is 
that UCSR reflects how a vehicle performs 
in a crash in the real-world.

“It’s a bit like developing a vaccine in the 
lab, which has all the traits that you want 
based on the theory, and then you put it 
out there in the real world and see how it 
performs; it may or may not perform as 
you expect,” Stuart says.

The reason UCSR are used after six 
years is because that’s how long it takes to 
collect enough data from real-world 
crashes. For a car model to be given a 
UCSR, it has to have been involved in at 
least 500 real-world crashes. 

Search for safety ratings by vehicle 
model or number plate at rightcar.govt.nz 

also have suffered a serious neck injury, 
due to the steering wheel airbag moving 
out of position. 

“If safety systems like airbags are 
bolted in, they need to be in the right 
place and deploying at the right time 
for the car to perform well. This shows 
that structural integrity is a key aspect 
of vehicle safety. It’s not enough to 
say that just because a vehicle has an 
airbag it will be safe. A car is designed 
as a holistic system of interacting parts, 
and they all need to work together 
properly to make sure the occupants are 
protected,” Stuart says. 

He believes the 5-star car performed 
well because the manufacturer did a 
better job of its holistic safety design, 
including structure and supporting 
systems like seatbelts and airbags. 

shows that: “when it comes to vehicle 
safety, better protection doesn’t have 
to cost more. There are lots of safe, less 
expensive cars to choose from.”

The Government’s new Road to Zero 
road safety strategy has a goal of reducing 
deaths and serious injuries by 40% by 
2030. Modelling suggests that a quarter of 
this target could be achieved by improving 
the safety performance of the fleet.

The crash test, which involved the 
two cars colliding head on at 64km/h, 
was not pretty for either car. But while 
the occupants of the 5-star car would, in 
real life, have walked away with minor 
injuries, it would be a very different 
outcome for the occupants in the 1-star 

car, even though it was fitted with front 
and side curtain airbags. Sensors in 
the car's dummies estimated the risk of 
serious injury or death to the driver in the 
1-star car was 77%, compared to just 12% 
in the 5-star car.

Monash University Accident Research 
Centre Associate Director Stuart 
Newstead, who reviewed the crash test, 
says a major problem with the 1-star car 
was the structural failure of the occupant 
space, pushing the dashboard back and 
crushing the driver's legs. 

“In the real world this would very 
likely lead to a serious injury or death, 
particularly if the major arteries in the 
legs were compromised. The driver would 
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P R E P A R I N G  F O R  A  R O A D  T R I P

S ummer is coming and with it, holiday 
plans. The perennial favourite is 
the road trip, involving loading your 

car, grabbing some travel guides and maps 
and hitting the highway with the vaguest of 
plans. It’s about freedom and spontaneity. 
Does the weather look a bit dodgy? Head 
to the other coast. Too many people with 
the same idea? Switch location. Book a bed 
for the night on your way. Stop for meals in 
small towns or grab picnic supplies and go 
completely off piste. 

Before you set out, make sure your vehicle 
is 100% capable of getting you there and 
back without drama. Safety is paramount 
– but you also want to avoid spending time 
on the side of the road waiting for roadside 
assistance because you’ve broken down. 
Here are things you can check yourself 
before you leave home:

Tyres
Warrant of Fitness (WoF) 
inspections reveal that tyres 

are one of the most common areas of 
neglect as there’s opportunity for them to 
develop uneven wear or become worn out 
completely within 12 months. 

Check tyre pressures, including the 
pressure of your spare. Under-inflated 
tyres make your vehicle use more fuel 
and therefore cost you more money. You 
can measure the tread on your tyres by 
using a 20c piece: measuring from the 
bottom of the coin to the ‘20’ or writing 
edge is approximately 2mm. If you have 

How can the AA help?
 Book a service for your car at aa.co.nz/autocentre or phone 0800 456 654
 To get a windscreen crack repaired, contact AA Auto Glass at aa.co.nz/autoglass or 
phone 0800 300 120

 AA Shop has a selection of products to ensure your vehicle is road trip ready. Check 
out the Rain-X Anti Fog and Rain-X Water repellent to prevent vision problems; go to 
aa.co.nz/shop or your nearest AA Centre

 Pick up Must-Do’s regional guides, North Island and South Island Must-Do’s road trip 
guides and maps, free, from an AA Centre

 Book accommodation at aa.co.nz/travel
 Consider upgrading your AA Membership to AA Plus. 

See aa.co.nz/membership for details.

this depth of tread you are within the 
guidelines; 1.5mm is the minimum legal 
depth to pass a WoF. 

Run your hand around the 
circumference of the tyre to check for cuts, 
bulges and uneven wear. If unsure, consult 
a tyre professional. You may also need a 
wheel alignment and balance if you’ve not 
had one in the last 12 months. 

Towing
Trailers, boats and caravans aren’t 
used as frequently as cars so things 

may deteriorate whilst they’re not being 
used. Always check the wheel bearings of 
your trailer or caravan – they shouldn’t be 
loose or noisy. Carry a spare tyre for whatever 
you’re towing. Before you head off, ensure all 
lights and indicators are operating.

Lights
Check that all your lights are 
working and all lenses are clean. 

Holiday times are about being safe and seen.

Vision
Clean all the vehicle’s glass, 
including its mirrors. Ensure 

your wiper blades are in good condition 
and if in doubt, invest in some new 
ones. Make sure your windscreen 
washer fluid is topped up and fresh 
detergent has been added. If you have 
a crack on your windscreen, get it 
repaired before you hit the road as heat 
and travel can cause cracks to grow.

Cooling system
Make sure your system operates 
as it should. If you have to 

regularly top it up, get it seen to before 
heading away. Things will only get worse 
if you don’t. On average, AA Roadservice 
attends 7,500 callouts each year related 
to cooling system issues and many of 
these could have been avoided if regular 
maintenance was done.

Service
It’s important to check the 
engine oil level and top it up if 

required before heading off on a long 
road trip. It’s a good idea to account for 
your travel distance, and if the distance 
you’re due to cover on a road trip will 
take you into your next service interval, 
arrange to have your vehicle serviced 
before you leave. 

Most workshops are very busy just before 
a significant holiday period, so be sure to 
book your service well in advance.  

How to ensure your 
driving adventures go well.
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Barney Irvine returns to cycle 
commuting, after a long break.
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Experts

New Zealand’s
FUEL ECONOMY
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NO DEPOSIT 
FINANCE $114PW*

FROM

Switch on the fun and discover the cleaner, greener, 
swifter way to drive in the new Swift Hybrid. With stop-start 
and electric engine assist for outstanding fuel efficiency, it’s 

the Swift you love with all-new smart hybrid technology.

MAKE THE SWITCH

C Y C L E  C O M M U T I N G

F inally, on a warm, still morning 
in January, it happened: I loaded 
my old dunger of a bike onto the 

back of the car, parked up in Massey in 
Auckland’s northwest, and pedalled the 
19km into the AA Head Office in town. 

The idea was to ride to work and back a 
couple of days a week – on the days I don’t 
have to collect the kids from daycare – to 
get some exercise and to have a break 
from the misery of rush-hour traffic. 

Earlier in my career – in Auckland, 
Wellington and overseas – I’d cycled to 
work rain or shine. I loved the flexibility, 
affordability and the fitness. And even 
though it hasn’t really been an option for 
the last decade or so, I always knew I’d 
come back to it. 

The cycling world has changed in the 
time I’ve been away. 

Back then, cycle lanes were few and 
far between. Mostly, you either took 
your chances and mixed with general 
traffic or rode on the footpath with the 
kids. Now, I’m able to ride nearly the 
whole way to work on a safe, separated 
cycleway. On the parts of the route 
where we have to mix with traffic, we 

have our own traffic lights and well-
marked crossings. It’s brilliant. 

With the new infrastructure comes 
new codes of behaviour. Cycle lane users 
queue patiently at intersections in order 
of arrival. Faster riders overtake carefully 
and considerately (many sounding their 
bell before passing). Friendly nods and 
greetings are common. 

It changes from intersection to 
intersection, but most cyclists seem to 
resist the urge to jump red lights, even 
when no cars are around. Those that do 
sometimes even get a ticking off from 
the other riders. It’s like they recognise 
that now they’ve been given their own 
infrastructure, they have a responsibility  
to stick to the rules. 

Technology has also come a long way; 
the cycle lane is full not just of e-bikes, but 
of all sorts of e-scooters and e-skateboards, 
too. This is great because it opens up active 
travel to all ages, levels of fitness and ability 
but, on the other hand, it’s hard not to 
worry about safety. E-bikes especially can 
get up to speeds of over 40km/h; a collision 
with another cycle lane user – cyclist or 
pedestrian – would be disastrous. 

In the pipeline 

Cycleways between Auckland's  
Herne Bay and Westhaven, over  
the Northern Motorway at Northcote 
Road and along Victoria Street in 
the CBD are due for completion this 
year. Others along the central city’s 
Karangahape Road, between New Lynn 
and Avondale and along Tāmaki Drive 
will open in 2021. 

Cycling isn’t going to work for 
everyone, but with improvements in 
technology and infrastructure, and with 
more workplaces set up to accommodate 
it, the barriers are coming down. 

And another thing to note: it doesn’t 
have to be a wholesale lifestyle change. 
Getting on your bike for just a day or 
two a week is good for your physical and 
mental health, good for your wallet, and 
good for the transport system. 
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O ver the last decade, interest in 
electric vehicles (EVs) has been 
steadily growing, and so too has 

the number of sales.
One of the major success stories of 

this new technology is Tesla, Inc. The 
California-based EV and clean energy 
company became the most valuable 
carmaker in the world recently, despite 
being only 17 years old. Its latest car, the 
Model 3, was its first attempt to make 
a more affordable EV, following the 
success of three previous models – the 
Roadster, Model S and Model X.  

Mandy, why did you choose  
an electric vehicle?
There were two reasons: wanting to 
minimise the impact I’m having on the 
environment and I’m also very interested 
in technology, so I liked the idea of being 
at the forefront of it.

Switching to an electric
New EV sales continue to grow in New Zealand and the first quarter sales have 
been strong – up 79% when compared to sales for the same period the previous 

year. We’re seeing more options appearing, from an increasing number of manufacturers 
chasing that all-important range/price balance. Although we cannot predict the future, 
we’ve certainly seen a shift in interest towards EVs over the last few years. The Tesla Model 
3 starts from $79,900 (+ORC) for the Standard Range Plus with Pearl White paint. Autopilot 
comes as standard; the full Self-Driving Capability costs an additional $11,400.

Ian Green meets Mandy Simpson, 
the happy owner of a Tesla Model 3.

Is this your first EV?  
Why did you choose a Tesla?
Yes, it is my first EV. I had my first ride 
in a Tesla back in 2016 in a Model S and 
it was just phenomenal; its speed is quite 
astonishing. I knew then that if I bought 
an EV it would be a Tesla, but there was 
no way I could afford a Model S. 

The day the Model 3 was announced, 
I put my order in and paid my deposit 
immediately, as I didn’t think there was 
another EV that really compared. Three 
years later, I received my car – the first 
Tesla Model 3 in Wellington.

What’s your daily use and have  
you been on any road trips?
I live in Raumati and commute 30km 
each weekday, to and from Wellington 
– and I often visit my parents who live 
around 70km north of where I live over 
the Rimutaka Hills. 
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The AA has joined EECA’s Gen Less campaign to track the ongoing action it is taking to live and work 
in more climate-friendly ways and provide practical tips, tools and ideas for how AA Members might 
do more with less. The AA EV Charge finder is an online platform, built in collaboration with the 
New Zealand Transport Agency and other industry partners to collect live information from safe 
and monitored charge points across the country and help drivers plan their journeys. Earlier this 
year AA Battery Service introduced a mobile EV charger in Wellington. See aa.co.nz/cars for more.

Early in the year I went on a 4,000km 
road trip. I travelled through Palmerston 
North to Taupō then on to Hamilton, 
Coromandel, Ōmaha Beach, back down 
to Cambridge, then back to Wellington 
and over on the ferry to Picton.

From there, I made a bit of a detour 
to Nelson, back to Picton and then on 
to Christchurch, Arrowtown, Hokitika, 
Blenheim and back up to Picton.

Wow! How did you charge it  
on the journey?
I don’t remember how many charge 
stops there were in total, but I did stop at 
quite a few of the Tesla Superchargers on 
my way up the North Island. I used the 
ChargeNet network a fair bit, too. 

When choosing my accommodation,  
I always tried to find a place with a 
charger available, which is becoming  
a lot more common now.

Have you ever worried about range? 
How low have you gone?
The lowest I’ve gone is probably to  
around 40-50km remaining. When it’s fully 
charged the Model 3 has a 380km range so 
it’s not something I have to worry about 
often. On my road trip, the only leg I was 
slightly worried about was between Wānaka 
and Franz Josef, but it worked out just fine.

How do you charge it at home?
The car came with a Tesla home charger 
that I had installed in my garage. 

What would you say are the main 
obstacles with EV ownership?
It’s not so much of a problem now, but my 
concern is whether we will have enough 
charge stations as more and more people 
start buying EVs. ChargeNet is currently 
doing a great job, but I worry it’s not 
getting enough support. Another downside 

is with the software updates. Every once in 
a while there may be a glitch; there was an 
update a while ago where the windscreen 
wipers didn’t work very well automatically 
so I had to activate them manually. This 
was fixed again in the next update.

Now that you have gone down the EV path, 
would you ever consider another internal 
combustion engine (ICE) or Hybrid?
No, I’m EV for life now! I recently flew 
down to the South Island with my 
parents and drove a hire car with an ICE, 
and to be honest it was a relief to get 
home and drive my Tesla again.

What’s the talk at the charge stations?
Most conversations are generally positive, 
with people talking about how they like 
driving their EVs. A lot of people talk about 
the future of EVs and what new models 
and technologies are in development. 
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“ I’d love to use public transport, but it’s 
just not a realistic option where I live.” 

That’s a common refrain from AA 
Members in our main centres. It reflects 
the challenge faced by public transport 
(PT) operators, not just in New Zealand, 
but around the world. In spread-out urban 
environments, providing services that can 
compete with the car for flexibility and 
convenience is difficult and costly. 

All too often, the result is services that 
don’t get used, or no services at all. 

Now, though, technology is giving transport 
operators another tool for the toolbox. It’s 
called on-demand transport (or microtransit), 
and cities around the world – including in 
New Zealand – are using it to complement 
or substitute parts of the PT network. 

Basically, it’s a cross between ride-hailing 
services (like Uber) and the traditional bus. 

Users of the service request a ride via 
a smart phone app. They then walk to 
a nearby corner (known as a virtual bus 
stop), where they are collected by a vehicle 
that in most cases is a van, but could also 
be a car or small bus. Together with other 

passengers, the van shuttles them to a 
corner close to their destination. 

The system relies on pick-up and drop-off 
points being a short walking distance from 
requested locations, and relatively short 
waiting times (typically 10-15 minutes in a 
smaller city). This ensures the service offers 
a competitive alternative to the private car. 

All of this is made possible by a powerful 
algorithm sitting in the background, which 
assesses all incoming ride requests and 
quickly works out the most efficient routes 
that vans can follow to pick up passengers 
who are heading in the same direction. 

Sometimes the goal is to replace an existing 
service with something more personalised 
to increase ridership; other times it’s 
about providing a service where previously 
there was none – a service that people will 
actually want to use. Often, on-demand 
transport is used to complement existing PT 
infrastructure – for instance, by connecting 
people’s homes with rail and bus stations. 

When it’s done right, there are 
obvious benefits. For passengers, greater 
convenience and flexibility mean a better 

Technology that brought us Uber, Lyft and Ola is being 
applied to public transport, as Barney Irvine explains.

The Tīmaru trial
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*  Price listed is for Triton 4WD GLS Black Edition automatic and excludes GST and on roads of up to $700 which includes 
registration, WoF, 1,000km road user charges and a full tank of fuel. Available while stocks last. † 3.5t towing capacity 
applies to double cab 4WD models only. It is only possible with a 3 axle braked trailer, towball vertical load of no greater 
than 4% and an approved MMNZ towbar. Visit www.mmnz.co.nz for full Diamond Advantage conditions.

The King of Beasts is here, with a meaner jet 
black, factory-� tted body kit, including front 
grille, and 18 inch alloys. It’s also packed 
with super select 4WD, 2.4L turbo diesel 
engine, and 3.5 tonne towing†, plus more 
mean features like smartphone connectivity, 
multi around view monitor, advanced safety, 
including forward collision mitigation, 
lane departure warning, and blind spot 
warning. Then there’s our beast of a 10 Year 
Powertrain Warranty*.

Call 0800 54 53 52, visit mmnz.co.nz or come 
and see us,it won’t be around for long.

+GST +ORC*

4 W D  G L S  A U T O

MIT1168Triton_AA-HP 2020-08-04T11:28:13+12:00
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What’s the  
AA’s view?

On-demand transport is an example of 
a PT system that is able to adjust to 

meet the needs of its users, rather than 
forcing users to fit in with what the 

system can provide; that’s exactly what 
the AA wants to see. In their use of the 

transport network, people mix and 
match based on what works for them.  

It should be no different with the 
solutions that transport planners 

design for our cities. Sometimes the 
best approach is a hybrid one.  

AA Members receive two free 
rides on the MyWay service, with 

the offer available for new MyWay 
customers until 30 Nov, 2020.
Use the promo code: MYWAYAA 

on the MyWay app.

user experience. For cities, large-scale 
on-demand transport can help to reduce 
transport costs, ease congestion and 
reduce CO2 emissions. 

A number of companies around the 
world provide the tech behind on-
demand transport, but the largest is Via, 
a US-based company. Via has partnered 
with transport operators in nearly 100 
cities across five continents, with the 
largest scheme in Berlin, where 130 vans 
pick up and drop off passengers at 5,000 
virtual bus stops. 

Recently, Environment Canterbury 
teamed up with Via to launch MyWay, 
a 12-month on-demand transport trial 
in Tīmaru. MyWay has replaced three 
of the city’s four fixed PT routes (all 
three routes were poorly patronised); 
Environment Canterbury transport 
advisor Isabelle Bromham says the 
results so far are promising. 

“People in Tīmaru have really come on 
board,” she says. “Patronage is up by 40% 
on the same time last year, when compared 
to the routes MyWay has replaced, and 
the exciting thing is that around one-third 
of these passengers are new to public 
transport. Users are finding that they’re 
able to get to the places they need to go in 
Tīmaru in a way they couldn’t before.

“It’s early days yet, but we’re confident 
that MyWay is going to generate lasting 
benefits for Tīmaru’s transport network.” 

Via also provided the technology 
behind AT Local, an on-demand trial 
set up by Auckland Transport in 2018 
to connect residents in the suburb of 
Devonport with the local ferry terminal. 
Via is exploring opportunities with other 
transport providers around the country.  
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 MITSUBISHI  
 PAJERO SPORT 
The Sport is a road-tripping, family-
protecting, danger-detecting, adventure-
making utility vehicle, built for a bunch 
of travellers to take up its seven seats, 
load the boat, hook up the trailer and go. 
It can tow up to 3.1 tonnes with ease.  
It features VRX-spec trim, nine airbags 
and a suite of safety features to ensure 
all occupants travel safely and in style. 
Priced from $58,990, the Sport has a 
5-star ANCAP rating as applied in 2015 
and updated in 2020. 

 AUDI  RS6 AVANT 
The fourth generation Audi RS 6 boasts high performance and efficiency with a twin-turbo V8 engine, 
mild hybrid technology and quattro permanent all-wheel drive producing 441kW of power. With an on-
board electrical system, the belt alternator can recover up to 12kW of power under gentle acceleration 
and feed it into a lithium-ion battery. This wagon is equipped with the best of everything; ideal for 
mountain trips in winter and towing the boat in summer. Priced from $218,900. 

 VW  T-CROSS 
Volkswagen’s smallest SUV is designed to make 
a large difference in its market. It boasts 
safety systems once reserved for higher 
vehicle classes and provides versatility 
to accommodate five occupants, with 
sliding rear seats and a boot storage 
space that can expand to 1,281L when 
the seats are down. Model variant 
names suggest the target market for 
the vehicle: Life and Style are two 
of the four options. Priced from 
$34,240 and 5-star ANCAP rated. 
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www.ancap.com.au

N E W  T O  M A R K E T

www.ancap.com.au

BUYING A NEW CAR?
Get advice from the experts.  
The AA Motoring Services team 
test-drives new models and makes of car. 
Their detailed, impartial reports are 
available at aa.co.nz in the cars section, 
along with ANCAP safety ratings.

Fuel economy ratings apply to the models 
illustrated. To compare fuel efficiency 
ratings across other vehicles, go to:
energywise.govt.nz/VFEL

 MAZDA  CX-30 
In a crowded small SUV segment crying out for 
something a bit different, the Mazda CX-30 ticks 
the boxes, pairing sleek looks with advanced 
safety and leading technology. The CX-30 
slots between the CX-3 and CX-5 (CX-4 is 
already in use overseas) and comes in three 
grades – two engine options and front wheel 
and all-wheel drive variants. It has a 5-star 
ANCAP safety rating and received a 99% 
score in the adult occupant protection 
crash tests. Priced from $41,490. 

 SUBARU  XV E-BOXER HYBRID 
Built for New Zealand adventures, the new Subaru XV e-Boxer Hybrid doesn’t just handle our wild 
coasts, mountainous ranges and the roads which connect them, it handles them with care. Subaru’s 
hybrid platform has been engineered to enhance everything that makes it a Subaru: the legendary 
all-wheel drive, its all-terrain capabilities and the 2L boxer engine’s low centre of gravity. Plus, the 
hybrid engine gives greater fuel efficiency. Priced from $42,490, 5-star ANCAP rated.

 HYUNDAI  I30 N FASTBACK 
With the success of the award-winning i30 
N Hatch, Hyundai is excited to introduce 
the Fastback. With more space, more spec, 
a more comfort-focused ride and updated 
design, the i30 N Fastback will appeal to the 
sophisticated sports car buyer. Aside from the 
coupe-like rear, the Fastback adds a sunroof 
and slightly more boot space over the hatch. 
This car is seriously cool! Priced at $59,990, 
that’s just $5,000 more than the sporty hatch. 
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ne 56-year-old Rover. Check. 
Maps and iPhone. Check. AA 
Membership card in case of 
breakdown. Doublecheck! 

It was the second Saturday in March and 
the moment had come to depart Auckland 
for the national rally of Rover cars being 
held in Nelson. I’d bought an old Rover two 
years before, and after a lot of fixing and 
tinkering I was looking forward to taking 
it on a long trip. And for AJ7312, a 1964 
P4 110 model, Nelson had been home for 
the first 40 years of its life. This would be a 
return to the car’s old stomping ground.

O
While AJ shows its age here and 

there, considering its mileage (some 
250,000 miles, or 400,000 kilometres) it 
is in good condition – the result of care, 
regular maintenance and good garaging 
provided by its two previous owners. 

Since I’d purchased AJ, it had 
undergone a catalogue of ‘make and 
mend’ that included brakes, suspension 
and steering (it tended to wander 
at speed). I had decided not to look 
too closely at the engine, owing to 
constraints on time and budget, trusting 
instead the Rover’s lineage of strong 

motors. Despite this, I had a nagging 
sense of dread: the numerous possibilities 
for something to go awry, the scores of old 
moving parts that might suddenly decide 
to stop moving. 

I zero the trip odometer, turn the 
key and off we go, onto the Southern 
Motorway out of Auckland. A first stop 
is planned at the Waikato home of a 
comrade-in-motors who will be joining 
me for the rally weekend. Here I check 
the oil and top up the water. 

Owning an old car means you get into 
a ritual of checking fluid levels and tyre 
pressures, in addition to frequent flicking 
of the eyes across the various gauges on 
the dash when you’re driving.

On the open road my Rover drives best 
at 75-80km/h, the kind of speed that also 
allows you to be more relaxed and drink 
in the variety and beauty of the country. 
It’s easy enough to pull over every now 
and then to let faster cars by. The great 
majority of those drivers seem happy 
to be patient with an older, slower car; 
many give a friendly wave or toot as  
they overtake.

The land of the Waikato and King 
Country is showing the golden tinge of 
early autumn; the temperature becomes 

Steve Barnett ’s slow journey south  
takes an unexpected turn.

THE  

ROVER’S 
RETURN
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noticeably cooler as we climb to the 
Central Plateau. From the side of the 
road I pick a sprig of heather for good luck.

Leaving Waiouru two days later in fog, 
I head for breakfast at Taihape. Then it’s 
on to Palmerston North, a marvellous 
run on a Sunday morning; I drive for 
miles with the only traffic an occasional 
skein of motorcyclists out for a weekend 
jaunt. After overnighting in Wellington 
I’m up early for the ferry to Picton. The 
trip across Cook Strait is as smooth and 
enjoyable as you could wish for. Leaving 
the placid waters of Queen Charlotte 
Sound it’s off south again, past miles of 
vineyards, then north over the hills to 
Havelock and west to Nelson. 

The next day is the first of the three-
day rally. There are still folk at the 
Nelson Rover Club who remember the 
car well, and they follow me out to the 
car park to renew their acquaintance. 
There is something about old cars – the 
mix of memories and the simplicity 
of these vehicles – that drives a strong 
sentiment in many people.

The rally proper begins on the 
Saturday with a public display of 
all Rovers. The afternoon’s agenda 
includes the chance to rifle through the 
club’s spare parts shed. A spare front 
windscreen is on my shopping list and 
I’m excited to find a number in the shed. 
Bought and paid for, one of them goes 
into the backseat to take back home. 

Sunday dawns fine. Today it’s a 
navigational run through the Moutere 
Valley to Motueka, passing orchards and 
hop farms, travelling along quiet roads 
and beside streams and rivers. We finish 
by winding our way back into Wakefield 
and to the clubrooms once more. It’s 
been a very pleasant day of journeying 

and chatting, and the camaraderie 
continues that evening with a prize-
giving dinner. Among the awards there’s 
one for the driver who travelled the 
furthest to the rally. That would be me!
Next morning after the rally’s farewell 

breakfast I head south for Rangiora. 
At Murchison I hear the news that the 
Government’s response to the Covid-19 
virus has been raised to Level 4 and 
suddenly I have to get home before 
lockdown. However, I’m unable to secure 
a space on a ferry sailing to Wellington, so 
I decide to fly back, leaving AJ in Nelson. 

And that’s where AJ7312 stayed for 
nearly three months. Finally, in June,  
I’m able to return to Nelson. 

I had no idea what state the car would 
be in, but it starts first time and the only 
thing required before hitting the road 
is to top up the brake fluid. It’s early 
winter, and the trip back is colder and 
wetter. Even so, motoring north through 
the eastern side of the North Island is 
invigorating; there is just so much worth 
experiencing in our country’s regions – 
especially at my slower speed.  

For more motoring stories see aadirections.co.nz
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 Owning an old car means 
you get into a ritual of 

checking fluid levels and 
tyre pressures, in addition 
to frequent flicking of the 

eyes across the various 
gauges on the dash when 

you’re driving.
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Upgrade to AA Plus for only $49 extra per year  
aa.co.nz/aa-plus  •  0800 500 444  •  AA Centres nationwide

Whether you’re off on a small journey or heading further away for a break, 
the extra benefits of AA Plus will keep things calm on the road.

A little extra  
goes a long way

Did you know
If you have AA Plus 
everyone in the car 

benefits!
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Top Spot 
Comedian Pax Assadi loves the energy of a big 
city, but it’s the thermal waters of Rotorua that 
make it his favourite holiday destination.  

THIS ISSUE IN 
TRAVELLER

62  
Diverse landscapes
A North Island road trip reveals 
snowy mountain ranges, moody 
lakes and more.    

68  
Bells & whistles
Glamorous camping – or 
glamping – offers time on the 
farm, sans gumboots and 
cowpats.

70  
A poignant path  
Tramping New Zealand's newest 
Great Walk reveals spectacular 
scenery and a moving backstory.

Pax Assadi will host the Best Foods 
Christmas Comedy Gala at Auckland’s 
Civic Theatre on November 7 and The 
Opera House in Wellington, November 
9. See comedyfestival.co.nz. As part of 
sketch comedy trio, Frickin Dangerous 
Bro, he is also working on a comedy 
travel show with the group, scheduled 
to air on TVNZ OnDemand and TVNZ 
DUKE late 2020/early 2021.   

I DISCOVERED Kerosene Creek with 
my wife two years ago. My parents 
looked after our kids and it was the first 
weekend away we’d had in ages where it 
was just the two of us. Rotorua is famous 
for mud pools and steaming geysers 
but we wanted to find the places that 
most don’t know about. We’re both huge 
lovers of being in hot water – almost to 
the point where it feels like our insides 
are cooking – and there’s something 
magical about Kerosene Creek. Nestled 
in the bush, there’s a stream with mini 
waterfalls running down into little 
thermal hot pools; it’s all completely 
natural. It’s become our favourite spot, 
not just in Rotorua but in New Zealand. 
We revisited the town with the kids not 
long ago and they just wanted a pool with 
a slide. So we booked the family pool at 
Polynesian Spa where we could watch 
them play from nearby. It was just close 
enough to hear them yell ‘Daddy’ but too 
far away for them to pull at my leg hairs.   
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J ust past the end of the Auckland 
Southern Motorway we start to 
relax. There is something enticing 

about this stretch of road, how it opens 
up with rural views. The Waikato 
beckons. And beyond, our road trip route 
stretching all the way to Ohakune. 

In Cambridge we stop for lunch to meet 
the others, congregating for seriously 
good Italian food in what used to be the 
Post Office. I remember coming here as a 
child, taking coins to bank in my squirrel 
account. The town is busy, chock full of 
people wandering, people at café tables 
on the footpath. We bump into someone 
we know, sitting at one of the outdoor 

tables and he tells us he’s just seen three 
beautiful BMWs drive by. Well, we say, 
have we got a story for you! 

This is a media trip. We’re with 
a handful of journalists and hosts, 
experiencing the BMW 3 Series Touring. 
There are three shiny wagons on the trip, 
and each day we drive a different one. 
They’re all amazing; everything you’d 
expect, plus some. 

I’m not sure what was more fun: 
driving or playing with the gadgets – 
checking the news and weather, updating 
directions and points of interest, 
deciding on various atmosphere options 
for the cabin, contemplating drive 

Three of 
THE 

BEST
Kathryn Webster takes a road trip with a difference.
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modes and having the voice-activated 
artificial intelligence wizardry change 
the temperature.  

Before lunch, the entourage has made 
its first stop at Zealong Tea Estate on 
the outskirts of Cambridge, a stunning 
green-filled park with hedges and gardens 
and rows of low tea plants; a café for tea 
tasting, an impressive story to tell about 
organic growing, innovative business and 
export successes. We sip nips of lemon 
and ginger, rose and chamomile, smooth 
award-winning black oolong. 

We have a long way to go; no stopping 
at Tīrau’s outlet shops and, at Rotorua, 
it’s just a quick leg stretch. The lake is 
glossy, rippled with the colour of the sky – 
a metallic grey – with a touch of mineral 
sparkle like the paint on the 320d. 

The forest territory around Rotorua and 
Taupō is dark and moody, great swathes 
of land empty and broken. Puffs of steam 
frill the roadside; we’re in geothermal 
land. Under dramatic skies we go, skirting 
Taupō itself to follow the lake’s eastern 
shoreline. We pass classic little baches 
with pastel paint jobs and decks just big 
enough for two chairs. 

At Tūrangi we turn west and then  
up over the road to National Park, to  
the bottom of the mountain, driving  
past forests thick and mysterious as the 
light of the day fades away. Mist falls  
in slow motion. 

Past National Park we turn toward 
Ohakune and head to a boutique hotel 
with tussocky gardens and snug suites 
with dancing gas-fire flames adding a 
romantic touch. It’s magical here; I would 
like to explore, to take long walks across 

FACING PAGE: The BMW 
3 Series Touring is a joy to 
drive. CLOCKWISE FROM 
TOP: The road trip traversed 
spectacular destinations and 
scenery including Rotorua's 
steaming geothermal 
landscapes, Zealong Tea 
Estate, Coromandel and 
Whitianga's The Lost Spring. 
NEXT PAGE: A high-end 
rental adds even more 
glamour to the road trip.
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the glorious, wide-open landscape. We 
know the mountain is right there in the 
dark but the big attraction, the wow 
factor, is the stars. Zillions of them, extra 
sparkly in the cold.

I whip open the curtains in the morning 
and ta-dah! No mountain. The rain has 
arrived. There is just a bit of flank showing, 
either coy or shy. We drive south, then east, 
circling, then up the Desert Road in the rain 
with the view pretty much cancelled. 

In Taupō we stop for lunch in the busy 
centre of town and then make our way to 
Ōrakei Kōrako for a short boat ride across 
a calm expanse of river – a pool in the 
Waikato River – to walk boardwalks built 
over popping, plopping mud, dancing 
geysers, streaks of pearly pink and bright 
green and plumes of pongy steam. It’s 
surreal and extraordinary and well worth 
the stop. 

Then on, across the Hauraki Plains, 
past Thames and up the narrow coastal 
road to Coromandel and nearby Wyuna 
Bay to a big, beautiful rented holiday 
house for the night. 

In the morning, the sun is out, the 
sky is blue and the sea is shining and 
still. From the house we look down into 
various little bays either side of its perch 
on a peninsula. A hill of mānuka and 
other low trees, full of flitting fantails, 
slopes down to the water. 

After a morning snooping around 
Wyuna Bay and Coromandel township, 
the entourage drives over the 309 
– a bush-fringed road with classic 
Coromandel scenery: a tumbling stream 
running down the valley, great walls of 
green below mysterious rocky peaks.  
At Whitianga we go directly to The Lost 
Spring where, amid tropical landscaping 
and rock gardens, a unique hot water 
world has been created. We lounge 
about, wallowing in the warm water, 
poring over the tempting cocktail menu 
and enjoying a platter poolside. 

One more leg: back to Auckland, over 
the hill to the Hauraki Plains and on, to 
the Southern Motorway to town.  
At Mount Wellington we swap the BMW 
for our own car, sighing extravagantly. 
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A WORD OF THANKS
To launch the BMW 3 Series Touring in New 
Zealand, BMW commissioned a survey of 
preferred driving routes. We drove three of 
them: Coromandel Peninsula, Desert Road 
and the Thermal Explorer Highway. 

We took turns in a 330d 4-cylinder, a 320d 
6-cylinder (both diesel) and a M340i xDrive 
turbo 6-cylinder with a petrol engine. They 
were all smooth, solid and delightful to drive. 

From the house we look down into 
various little bays either side of its perch 
on a peninsula. A hill of mānuka and 
other low trees, full of flitting fantails, 
slopes down to the water. 

Do something new New Zealand and 
discover our Kiwi Gems at aatraveller.co.nz
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All aboard for the merriest 
Christmas ever!

Thomas Kinkade’s Wonderland  
Express Christmas Tree

NOT AVAILABLE 

ANYWHERE ELSE

Music 
& Motion!

As Santa and his reindeer joyously fly into the 
Christmas night, the Wonderland Express slowly 
chugs its way ’round the peaceful little village 
nestled amongst the snow-kissed evergreen 
boughs. Now, inspired by the artistry of Thomas 
Kinkade, the “Wonderland Express Christmas 
Tree” Masterpiece Edition captures this wondrous 
night in a very special collectable.

The perfect addition to your festive 
decorating, this Bradford Exchange 

Exclusive brings you:

MOTION: 3 levels of rotating trains & Santa 
“flies” around the tree

SCULPTURE: Over 30 hand-crafted, hand-
painted figurines 

LIGHTS: 12 illuminated buildings

MUSIC: A medley of 8 beloved carols

Exceptional Value.  
Money-Back Guarantee.

This delightful Masterpiece Edition can be  
yours for 5 easy instalments of only $59.99, or 
$299.95, plus $19.99 postage and handling. 
Intensive hand-crafting may limit supply, so  
don’t miss out! Send no money now. Just 
complete and return the coupon or go online 
today at www.bradford.net.nz/kinkade
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I n rapidly fading light I stand on a 
suspension bridge strung between 
the treetops as the forest awakens 

with sounds of creatures of the night. 
Barely wide enough for one foot, the 
mesh platform bounces gently beneath 
me. “Off you go then,” says our guide 
Sarah, standing on solid earth while I 
venture forth into the dark.

On an island that already feels like a 
leap back in time, Glenfern Sanctuary 
is a step even further. Shielded by a 
predator-proof fence, it seeks to create 
a safe haven for native flora and fauna 
in an effort to turn back the clock to a 
time before the introduction of predators 
and pests that have challenged New 
Zealand’s wild places.

Back in 
TIME

nestled against the trunk of a giant kauri 
tree, 600 years old. Darkness envelops 
me and without vision, other senses are 
heightened. I hear the screech of birds, 
smell the richness of the dirt and feel the 
cool damp in the air.

Aucklander Tony Bouzaid visited here 
in his youth, but when he returned as an 
adult he noticed the birdsong he so loved 
was missing, so in 1990 he bought land 
and set about planting 10,000 native 
trees. Assisted by neighbours, he turned 
the entire peninsula into a sanctuary, 
slowly bringing it back to life.  

It’s no doubt his efforts have created 
something truly special. Guided by the 
feeble glow of a single torch, Sarah shows 
us more of the forest. We bend under 
a rotting tree trunk and pause to shine 
the beam on its underside. “Hello you 
beautiful things,” Sarah whispers with 
genuine affection, as the light falls on eight 
Auckland cave wētā. As long as a hand and 
with spiny legs and elongated antennae, 
they look more prehistoric than beautiful, 
but they’re an exciting sight regardless.

More loveable is a creature hiding in 
the gnarled and hollowed base of a pūriri 
tree. “Look inside,” Sarah whispers, 
edging out of my way. I peer in but all I 
see is what looks like a fluffy grey slipper 
– then I make out a beak. 

Mountainous, green and relatively 
untouched, Great Barrier is how the rest 
of New Zealand used to be; locals roam 
barefoot, cars are left unlocked  
and solar-powered lights are usually 
switched off by 9pm. I am at the 
sanctuary, on the island’s west coast, 
for a guided night walk to discover the 
creatures that are increasingly thriving 
here; ones such as the North Island 
robin, chevron skink and kākā parrot 
which shriek day and night.

At the end of the suspension bridge I 
climb a metal ladder to a tiny platform 

Aucklander Tony Bouzaid visited here 
in his youth, but when he returned as an 
adult he noticed the birdsong he so loved 
was missing, so in 1990 he bought land 
and set about planting 10,000 native trees.

Laura Waters checks out  
Great Barrier Island’s night life.
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It’s a baby petrel chick, sitting quietly 
in wait – perhaps for up to two days – for 
its parents to return from fishing. Black 
petrels only breed on Great Barrier 
and Little Barrier Islands, spending 
the majority of their life at sea, and 
at Glenfern there are now 80 seabird 
burrows belonging to either black or 
Cook’s petrels.

With hushed voices Sarah leads us 
through the darkness, pointing out all 
the creatures that would be invisible 
without her guidance: eels and fish hiding 
between rocks in creeks, glowworms 
twinkling in fern-filled gullies. “Every 
tree is like an apartment building,” she 
says, “there is life at every level.” Her 
passion for nature and its conservation 
is abundantly clear, and between 
guiding walks, she and her partner are 
busy hunting and trapping predators 
with the help of their Labrador dogs, as 
well as planting more trees. When she 
discovers a sapling that has sprouted of 
its own accord she gets excited – it means 
regeneration is happening.

The twinkling of glowworms is eventually 
replaced by the twinkling of stars as we 
exit the forest, and I feel as though I’ve just 
visited another planet. The opportunity to 
discover the complexity of life that hides 
in plain sight is rare. “Everyone gets an 
understanding of nature here and how rich 
it is,” Sarah says. “I once had an 80-year-
old woman almost in tears after a tour, and 
even school kids stop talking when they 
come here, it’s just that special.”

In daylight hours the sanctuary reveals 
another side, equally beguiling. On site, the 
historic Fitzroy House and Glenfern Cottage 

offer homely accommodation and even a 
private wharf on the edge of peaceful Port 
Fitzroy. Kākā are plentiful, munching on 
figs within metres of the visitor centre, and a 
walking trail to a lookout gives commanding 
360 degree views over the peninsula and 
across to Little Barrier Island. Glenfern is 
most definitely a sanctuary, not just for flora 
and fauna, but for people too. 
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Visitor 
information 

Glenfern Sanctuary is on the  
Kōtuku Peninsula of Great Barrier 

Island, 93km northeast of Auckland.

Great Barrier Island is accessible by 
private boat, regular ferries and by air. 

For more Auckland travel ideas,  
pick up a free guide from an AA Centre 

or see aatraveller.co.nz
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C amping on a farm conjures 
images of mud, gumboots and 
cow pats, presumably with a 

degree of privation. But this is definitely 
not the case at Te Pāmu Escape, on the 
outskirts of Masterton in Wairarapa. 

Te Pāmu means ‘the farm’ in Māori, 
in reference to the 850-acre sheep and 
beef farm which provides the backdrop 
for my night under canvas. But while the 
accommodation here is, in essence, a 
tent, there is nothing rustic about it. 

Perched on the bank of a burbling 
stream under a grove of towering gum 
trees, the safari-style tent opens onto 
a wide, covered deck with an outdoor 
kitchen and barbecue; a gravelled seating 
area next to a brazier and the pinnacle 
of indulgence – a deep, private, outdoor 
bath. Inside, the space is impeccably 
styled with comfortable armchairs 
draped in sheepskins, potted plants and 
a king size bed piled with pillows.

Established by Anneka Billing in 
2018, Te Pāmu Escape is designed to 
offer the best of both worlds: luxurious 
comfort in a calming rural setting. 

“I’ve always loved camping, both as a 
child and with my family,” she explains.  
“I also love cooking, meeting new people 
and sharing what we have here on the farm 
– so the idea of Te Pāmu ticks a lot of boxes.”

“Plus, doing anything outdoors is just 
better,” Anneka reckons, “whether you’re 
washing the dishes, cooking or having a 
bath. There’s something about sleeping 
under canvas that’s a bit special, too: 
when you zip it up and feel all cosy.”

Being at Te Pāmu is a multi-sensory 
experience. Although there is wifi and 

full cell reception, I deliberately put my 
phone away to just… sit. And listen. And 
smell. There is the soothing gurgle of the 
stream; the croon of magpies, the rustle of 
the breeze through the gums. The distant 
lowing of cattle. A fragrance wafts from 
inside the tent, mingling with the earthy 
scents from the paddock, reminding me 

Jo Percival 
experiences 
a night of 
glamorous 
camping.
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that every detail here has been considered: 
the elegant decor, the handmade crockery, 
the cheese platter left for me in the fridge.

The sun dips lower, gilding the stream-
side willows. Strips of cloud hint at high 
winds, but it’s still and tranquil in this 
sheltered glade. I roll down the windows 
of the tent and click the lighter on the 
indoor eco fireplace and it dances to life, 
immediately warming the tent – if not 
physically, then symbolically.

Outside, the brazier wafts blue smoke 
through the still air. I feel quite intrepid 
for cultivating its roaring orange flames 
on my own. Right on 7pm, as promised, 
Anneka appears with trays of food for 
dinner – a juicy steak and mushrooms for 
me to cook on the barbecue; salad and a 
French tart with ice cream for dessert. All 
of it homemade. 

Dusk draws in, with pastel shades of 
pink, lilac and candy floss. I’m toasty 
warm from the heat of the brazier and 
the thick blanket on my lap. 

Nearby, bulls bellow, sounding like 
elephants. Sparks crackle, dance and 
dissipate into the night, the flames so 
much more mesmerising than anything 
I’d be watching on Netflix. 

The logs crack, crumble, shift, 
smoulder, transitioning to glowing 
orange coals. My yawns grow bigger. 

Eventually, I take myself off to the 
big pudding of a bed – all plump quilts, 
feather pillows and soft sheets. I dream 
of childhood summers scented with 
citronella and woodsmoke.

During the night, the bulls wake me with 
their racket and I lie there, wide-eyed, in the 
pitch black playing the traditional camping 
game of ‘what’s that noise?’ 

I wake again, early, and watch the night 
shift through the spectrum of greys to 
become daylight. In the letterbox Anneka 
has left me a loaf of homemade bread and a 
brown paper bag with freshly ground coffee, 
both tied up with string and decorated with 
a yellow pansy. 

Do something new New Zealand and 
discover our Kiwi Gems at aatraveller.co.nz
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CLOSE
 skyTO        THE

efore anyone takes a step on 
Paparoa Track they know the 
backstory: the Pike River mine 
is nearby and this track was 

propelled into life by the families of the 
miners who lost their lives on that terrible 
day in 2010. It is their living memorial. The 
trail will eventually have a direct connection 
with the 11km-long Pike29 Memorial Track, 
cutting back through to the mine portal. 

The walk starts, typically, from the 
Blackball end. A few hundred metres in 
from the trailhead a curious weka tiptoes 
across our path. I take it as a good omen. 

The early miles follows the old Croesus 
Track, named, you'd suppose, for riches 

dreamt of by the gold prospectors who 
hard-grafted into these hills in the 1880s. 
The stretch is punctuated by two long-
abandoned hotel sites, gold rush memorials 
now reduced to red rust iron scraps.

My girlfriend and I walk through beech 
forest, the path ever-rising up the backbone 
between Blackball Creek and the Roaring 
Meg catchment. Looking up, the Paparoa 
Range starts to reveal itself.

We arrive at a place called Garden Gully 
junction. Down a side track is a green-grass 
clearing with a welcome patch of warming 
sunshine. A tiny miner's shack sits to one 
side, a relic from the Great Depression 
when make-work schemes sent desperate 
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Michael Lamb walks our newest 
Great Walk, the Paparoa Track.
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men into the bush to chip out gold-bearing 
quartz veins. Inside, the hut redefines 
basic: timber bunk frames and a fireplace. 

We munch apples back out in the 
sunlight. There's an add-on detour 15 
minutes away to an old stamping battery. 
Given the long day ahead we decide to skip 
it and focus on the main drag.

Soon, the subalpine flora starts to thin 
and we finally see the welcome sight of our 
lunch stop, the Ces Clark Hut. 

We lay our socks out in the weak sun to 
dry, then eat and rehydrate on the hut's 
deck. We're about 950 metres up here, 
looking south towards Lake Brunner. The 
day is pure blue, windless and clear: in other 

words, a miracle. Another tramper points 
down the line, claiming they can make out 
Aoraki/Mount Cook.

Break over, we press on. Up through 
hard-baked alpine tussocks, rising steadily 
towards the sky. Nothing stirs. Weka aside, 
so far the fauna side of things has been slim. 

Finally we make it to the ridgeline and 
the West Coast view opens up. The Tasman 
Sea shimmers like textured glass. It's a joy to 
be walking a horizontal line after the long 
uphill and to fill our lungs with the pure, 
cool air. Now we can see the track stretch 
out a long way ahead, wrapping around 
peaks and brows. The scale is large and we 
walk steadily, deep into the day.
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There's never been a better time to
explore some of theWest Coast's
most scenic spots. Discover a
world of natural wonders right here
in your own back yard.

Learnmore & book
westcoast.co.nz/deals

GOT A HANKERING FOR SOMETHING

We skirt some rugged granite outcrops 
and see fat seams of quartz jagging down 
banks to the right of the track. The facets 
glow as they catch the lowering sun to 
the west. As the day is dimming, hut 
fever sets in. We finally get to Moonlight 
Tops and needless to say it's a very 
welcome sight. 'Hut' is an undersell.  
This is the Hilton of backcountry huts:  
a phone charging station, running water; 
warm, everything new. I like it, but my 
girlfriend, conditioned to more basic 
tramping accommodation, thinks it's a 
little fancy. 

The next day is a peach, just like the first. 
Windless, deep blue skies. We contemplate 
the ridge track stretching north along the 
stunning coal-seamed escarpment, one of 
the showpieces of the track. 

Navigating the curve of the ridge we 
keep an eye out for that side trail, the 

Deep, clear turquoise water. Plump 
eels and trout make their way lazily 
over submerged sand banks, framed by 
stands of lush, nīkau-studded rainforest.

Pike29 Memorial track, which our map 
shows bearing off to our right. It doesn't 
appear. I hear later the last stretch has 
been left uncut to deter stealth walkers. 

As the morning drifts on we drop 
down below the escarpment and into 
a stand of ancient podocarp forests 
– rimu, kahikatea, mataī, tōtara. Fat, 
moss-covered trunks rest on the forest 
floor and sometimes over the track, in 
thousand year reposes. They're embraced 
by lianas, the thick, woody, climbing 
vines that make you think you've roamed 
into Fangorn. These virgin forests 

trace a line back to Gondwana land 300 
million years ago. Whatever thoughts 
are drifting through your mind pale into 
insignificance in this world. We are just 
shadows passing through.

Weka scamper though the tree-ferns, 
too shy to get near. 
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We walk the Tindale ridge, then 
drop down through to the valley, via 
many tight switchbacks, the odd cyclist 
scooting past. North of the Pororarī 
River we see the Lone Hand, a rocky 
fist up on the skyline. Trackside we see, 
movingly, many small offerings: tools, 
trinkets, mementoes, left by Pike families 
to remember their loved ones.

Then we're hard against a heavy bank 
and rising again, after many hours, to 
the Pororarī Hut. As we arrive we see 
splintered trees shaping off down the 
hills to the west. In 2014 a titanic cyclone 
blew up the gorge, match-sticking 
thousands of acres of forest. 

We wake to a misty morning. Our 
final day. It feels good, weirdly, to have 
some moisture in the air. We set off and 
descend through a dazzling sequence 
of sections. Boulder sites with stones as 
big as houses that have tumbled down 
off the hills; lush primeval forests in 
infinite shades of intense green. The 
birdlife increases noticeably: korimako 
(bellbirds), fantails and more weka, 
lurking like little mysteries in the tree 
roots and undergrowth. 

We strike more storm-crushed forest, 
then the sound of water: the Pororarī 
River. We cross the river over a large, 
flash suspension bridge. From there the 

Pororarī Hut

Mountain Bike 
Entry/Exit

Ces Clark Hut

Smoke-ho 
car park

Moonlight  
Tops Hut

Pike Escarpment  
Emergency Shelter

PAPAROA 
NATIONAL PARK

PUNAKĀIKI (Hiker Entry/Exit)Visitor 
information 
New Zealand's newest Great Walk runs 
55km from Blackball to Punakāiki on 
the West Coast. Walking takes three 
days, mountain biking takes two. 

The Pike29 Memorial Track is  
not yet open.

To book huts and for more 
information, go to doc.govt.nz.  
Pick up a free Must-Do’s Walking  
guide from an AA Centre.

track embraces the upper reaches of the 
gorge, rising and falling away from water 
level, then easing down to the lower 
reaches of the gorge through beech and 
rātā forest. 

Finally we hit a fork that indicates 
the start of the Punakāiki River valley. 
The Paparoa offers one final flourish: 
the river is drama and beauty in equal 
measure. Deep, clear turquoise water. 
Plump eels and trout make their way 
lazily over submerged sand banks, 

framed by stands of lush, nīkau-studded 
rainforest. Huge limestone bluffs tower 
towards the sky on the opposite bank. 
The last stanza of the walk is nature at 
her most effortlessly beautiful. 

This has been a proper adventure. 
Even without the marketing epithet, the 
Paparoa Track is truly a Great Walk.

And the haunting story of the Pike River 
Mine tragedy walks the trail with you: the 
tangible links may be few, the emotional 
connection is there every step of the way. 
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T he city was still rousing from 
slumber when we wound our way 
to Dansey Road Scenic Reserve 

in the still, navy blue haze of dawn.
White wisps of geothermal steam puffing 

out from roadside grates and drains were 
the only sign of movement. 

Soon, we were fully awakened by a blast 
of fresh air, flying high above a canopy 
of native trees with a light drizzle of rain 
osculating our rosy cheeks. 

Rotorua Canopy Tours has opened what’s 
touted as the best zipline experience in 
the world. The adventure comprises six 
ziplines totalling 1,200 metres, hair-raising 
suspended swing bridges and a 50-metre-
high cliff walkway. 

It was a mystical and euphoric journey. 
I looked down at burgeoning ponga ferns, 
open like big, bright green frisbees. By 
lifting my gaze skyward, it felt as if I could 
reach up and touch the tops of the trees, 

where daylight kissed the ends of shaggy 
branches and stag horn ferns and native 
orchids piggybacked onto the ancient and 
weathered bark of rimu.  

Afterwards, energised by nature, we 
were nonetheless in need of coffee. Back 
in the city we found refuge in the warmth 
of Vetro, a delightful Mediterranean 
gourmet grocery store where locally 
roasted Revolver Espresso has set up 
shop in a corner. While ordering our 
brews I chatted to the owner and barista 
about his efforts to expand the brand to 
other artisan independents and retailers. 

We left laden with bags of coffee beans 
and other goodies to enjoy back at our 
motel. On the way back we were distracted 
by alluring shops, like ahu boutique, where 
owner and designer Adrienne Whitewood 
showcases beautiful garments inspired 
by Māori art and culture. Sewing was 
a skill passed down from her kuia and 

Monica Tischler and her family have fun in  
New Zealand's effervescent adventure capital.
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she’s taken it far, showing her collections 
at New Zealand Fashion Week and 
dedicating a career to growing high-end 
contemporary Māori design in Rotorua. 

In gallery Art United, we spoke to the 
owner about how he signed the building 
lease for his new venture just prior to 
the nationwide lockdown. The gallery 
displays the photography and paintings of 
his mother and brother-in-law respectively; 
it was heart-warming hearing him share 
his dreams and aspirations for the 
business, albeit in trying times.          

As darkness fell, a thick mist began 
to envelope the emerald green slopes of 
Mount Ngongotahā. We could catch only 
glimpses of the gondolas ascending the 
mountain’s edge and the faint glow of the 
Stratosphere Restaurant and Bar perched 
half way up. We had pencilled in a trip 
to Volcanic Hills Winery at the top of the 
mountain but because the views were likely 
obscured by cloud, we opted to instead 
experience the Redwoods Treewalk.

Joining queues of other families, we 
edged our way up into the tree canopy 
once more. The world’s longest tree walk 
covers 700m and is made up of more than 
20 swing bridges and platforms suspended 
among towering Californian Redwoods. 
Come night time, a dazzling light show 
projects laser beams onto the leafy 

A WORD OF THANKS
Accommodation was provided courtesy of Cleveland 
Thermal Motel with support from Destination 
Rotorua. See clevelandmotel.co.nz to book. 

surrounds, creating a magical 
scene that could be straight out 
of fantasy film Avatar. 

Adding to the allure were 
hanging lanterns crafted by 
New Zealand artist David 
Trubridge. We conjured up 
stories that the lanterns were 
pods that the Avatars called 
home, imagining the blue 
hybrid human-aliens swinging 
from the treetops.

Back in the realm of reality, 
we grabbed a late bite inside 
a warm and quiet restaurant 
on ‘Eat Streat’. We were too 
exhausted from a day of 
adventure to linger; instead, we 
slipped into the silky mineral 
waters of the hot tubs available 
at our motel. 

The mist parted to reveal 
clear skies the following 
morning, but it was difficult to 
tell from inside Kuirau Park. 
We could have paid to visit an 
array of geothermal wonders 
in Rotorua but the free park in 

the heart of the city gave us an authentic taste – and 
smell – of the volcanic activity that’s drawn visitors, 
like us, to the region for generations. We wandered 
through plumes of steam rising from fizzing lakes 
and past bubbling mud pools shrouded in leafy ferns.

There are 18 lakes around Rotorua and we 
outlined the edge of the biggest, the city’s namesake, 
and then walked the Sulphur Lake Sculpture Trail 
situated within the pretty grounds of Government 
Gardens. The iconic Rotorua Museum with its 
candy-coloured glass windowpanes that once served 
as a famous spa offering therapeutic treatments to 
visitors from all over the world made a picturesque 
backdrop, despite being closed for the foreseeable 
future because it’s not earthquake safe.    

The strum of a guitar drew us to the Rotorua 
Farmers Market where we ordered crepes and 
browsed stalls offering produce fresh from the 
source, handmade soaps and beautiful dried 
floral arrangements. Tracing our footsteps of the 
previous day, we revisited the gallery to purchase 
some art and do our part in supporting the dreams 
and talent of Rotorua. 

Do something new New Zealand and 
discover our Kiwi Gems at aatraveller.co.nz
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T here are surely few more captivating, surprising 
and otherworldly strolls to take than those on 
the paths skirting Lake Rotorua. 

At any given point you’re liable to see steam 
threading from nearly invisible fissures in the earth or 
wafting in ethereal mists from the surface of the lake 
itself, blurping puddles of hot bubbling mud, strange 
mineral deposits in almost fluorescent shades and 
pīwakawaka flitting unfazed through the mānuka. 

Then there’s that signature sulphur scent.
But what makes an invigorating Rotorua lake jaunt 

even more special is that you can end up sinking 
with a happy sigh into a perfectly hot mineral pool 
overlooking that stunning, steaming body of water.

The place to go for a soak now is Polynesian Spa. 
Built in the early 1970s on the site of former bath 
houses, it has 28 hot mineral pools sourced from 
two natural springs. The gently acidic Priest Spring 
waters relieve tired muscles, aches and pains while the 
alkaline Rachel Spring waters nourish the skin.

While the building itself doesn’t have the charms 
of its iconic neighbours – the Tudor-style Bath House 
(now the Rotorua Museum, currently closed for 
earthquake assessment) and the Art Deco Blue Baths, 
built in 1908 and 1933 respectively – it makes up for it 
in other ways. 

There’s a pool for every taste: private oases for two, 
springs in a spectrum of temperatures from ice-cold 
plunge-pool to skin-tingling- ‘hot’-hot, a full-sized 
number for swimming laps and supervised family  
spots for sliding, splashing and delighted screaming.

No ‘taking of the cure’ would be complete without 
indulging in a therapeutic treatment and, while 
things have come a long way in that regard, in the last 
century (having peered at old photos and read historic 
descriptions that seem more akin to torture devices),  
the onsite Retreat Day Spa offers several specialties  
that visitors to the area more than 100 years ago may 
have enjoyed. 

Hydrotherapy spa treatment Aix, based on a system 
used at the French spa of Aix-les-Bains, was introduced 
to Rotorua in 1903, and involves a massage under jets 
of thermal water. Then there’s the mud. Not ordinary 
mud, of course, but volcanic thermal mud, which feels 
like pure heaven going on, and promises beautifully 
soft, smooth, balanced skin once removed. At the 
Polynesian Spa you can have mud facials, mud scrubs, 

mud massages or mud body wraps, which complement 
the more familiar and contemporary spa offerings. 

While we might have shared a desire for good health 
and relaxation with our Victorian forebears, they 
didn’t suffer from any of our distinctly contemporary 
afflictions such as social media addiction, technology 
dependence or ‘busyness’ syndrome. To counter this, 
Polynesian Spa hosts Mindful Moments retreats which 
pair guided yoga, mindfulness, meditation and wellness 
activities with its spa and pool offerings, for the ultimate 
contemporary way to refresh, rejuvenate and really 
slowwww dowwwwn.

Before or after you’ve soaked and spa’ed until utterly 
sated, take a meander through the immaculately-
manicured Government Gardens for a palpable sense 
of the area’s rich history.

On the edge of the gardens sit several of the city’s 
most fabulous old buildings, including the decorative 
Old Post Office Clock Tower and the elegant Victorian 
Prince’s Gate Hotel, where you can enjoy a coffee in the 
sun, sample the award-winning fare (which draws on 
ingredients like horopito and kawakawa and includes 
hāngī-style roast meats) or stay the night. 

As with all good things in Rotorua, the hotel 
has an intriguing history, having first been located 
further north in Waihī from 1897 before being entirely 
dismantled, transported by horse-drawn wagon and 
train, and rebuilt, “nail by nail and board by board,”  
in its current location in 1917.

As both a lover of history and of indulgent ways to 
relax, staying at the Prince’s Gate just minutes’ walk 
from the lake and all it offers was the icing on the cake 
of a weekend that fused pure unwinding, relaxing in 
nature and experiencing Rotorua’s unique heritage. 

TAKING THE 
waters

Indulgence and history attract  
Josie Steenhart to Rotorua.
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Then there’s the mud. Not 
ordinary mud, of course, but 
volcanic thermal mud, which 
feels like pure heaven going 
on, and promises beautifully 
soft, smooth, balanced skin 
once removed. 
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Go to aahome.co.nz, call 0800 AA HOME (0800 22 4663)  
or visit your nearest AA Centre to find out more.

 Limitations and exclusions apply. *Callouts are up to one hour long, with a commitment to fix or make the problem at hand safe.  
Subscription price excludes parts and any additional labour required.

Help in your hour of need

Choose the added reassurance of AA Home Response Plus  
today and get six free callouts* to access expert and trusted  

tradespeople 24/7, 365 days a year.

It’s like AA Roadservice, but for your home emergencies.
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HOOKED 
ON MAKING 
STUFF
What’s behind the garage door?  
Matt Philp meets a self-taught maker.

DURING LOCKDOWN, West Aucklander David Parker built 
a Canadian-style canoe using fibreglass cloth and a dozen 
coats of the New Zealand Herald applied as papier-mâché. 
‘The Man Who Sailed The Herald’ was how the newspaper 
headlined its coverage, illustrated with a shot of David 
paddling his newsprint dugout on Henderson Creek. 

The canoe wasn’t the first that David has crafted in the 
garage of his parents’ Ōrātia home and it won’t be the last; 
he’s now working on a 15-foot cedar strip canoe, milled 
and built from scratch. Among other projects, he has 
made a wooden bike and constructed a pizza oven using a 
Swiss exercise ball as a mould; restored old hammers and 
fashioned a knife from a farrier’s rasp – all uploaded to his 
YouTube channel as strangely compelling video tutorials.

It began around six years ago when he was working as a 
sound recording engineer and decided he wanted to make 
a lap steel guitar. He had no real woodworking experience 
but thought – how hard could it be? 

“A lap steel is basically just a plank of wood with some 
strings on,” says David, who used macrocarpa for the body 
and consulted YouTube for tips. “I borrowed some tools 
and set about it. From there I got hooked.”

Hooked on making stuff in the garage, that is. “It didn’t 
send me on a route of mastering the lap steel; it sent me on 
a route of learning more about building things.”

A six-string Telecaster made from recycled rimu 
weatherboards followed, then a rimu bass guitar for a 
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friend. Inevitably YouTube’s algorithm realised he 
was into woodworking and sent him down a “rabbit 
hole” of video workshops, where he eventually came 
across a clip of Parks and Recreation actor Nick 
Offerman building a cedar strip canoe. 

It was the cue to build his first cedar canoe – a 
longer, more capacious vessel than the one he 
is currently working on – followed by a string of 
increasingly challenging projects. “My builder 
brother gives me a few pointers, but the internet has 
generally taught me everything. I’ve definitely come 
a long way in my woodworking skills.”

His setup in the garage is “pretty utilitarian,” 
he says. “My parents have graciously allowed me 
to fill half of it with my junk. My brother built a 
workbench, which is fixed against one wall. I’ve put 
up some shelves and a tool cabinet I built, and some 
clamp storage. It’s a bit of a mess most of the time.”

You don’t notice it in the videos, which tend to 
be unvoiced and sped up, months-long projects 
condensed into ten minutes. David says he made his 
first YouTube video (on how to construct a wooden 
bike frame) to give others some guidance. Realising 
that it would probably struggle to attract viewers, he 
teased it with a short clip of him restoring a hammer – 
it drew 400,000 viewers. “It seems like there’s a trend 
on YouTube of people restoring rusty old things. Axe 
heads, for example. They love a good axe!”

What’s next on his to-do list? “I’m working on a 
knife for a friend, then I think my parents want a 
new dining table, and I probably need a new desk. 
I also have a dream of making an aluminium guitar.”

The garage in Ōrātia is going to be busy for a 
while yet.  
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THE PAIR, whose friendship harks back 
to school, dreamed up the buzzy notion 
of Ponsonbees, a mission to keep the 
dwindling inner-city bee population alive, 
while educating people on the importance 
of the small-but-mighty creatures. 

And so it came to be.
In exchange for a monthly fee, 

Auckland households are equipped with 
bees and a hive and, in return, they’re 
given fresh honey and a pollinated 
backyard. Experienced beekeepers 
regularly inspect the hives, carry out 
general maintenance, monitor the 
colonies, guide the bees’ flightpath and – 
the best bit – extract the harvest of liquid 
gold. The interactive process ignites joy 
in young and old alike, Hops says.   

“We visit quite a few young families 
and supply the children with little 
beekeeping suits so that they can get 
involved too,” he says. “They love it; 
seeing their faces glow is pretty cool and 
we leave on a bit of a buzz ourselves!”

Hops says many may be surprised 
to learn that bee populations thrive in 
central city suburbs because of healthy 
competition for food, collected from 

trees in neighbouring leafy suburbs and 
flowers from parks and private gardens. 

But in recent years, population growth 
and ever-expanding cities, as well as 
changing weather patterns linked to global 
warming, have upset the honeybees.

“Trees and plants are now blossoming at 
different times due to shorter seasons,” Hops 
says. “Cities are getting bigger, too, which 
means less bush and fewer flowers for bees 
to thrive on. So, it feels really good to be 
doing our part to help the bee population.”

And without the humble bee, 
humankind is in big trouble.

“If bees were to die, within a few years 
humans would as well,” Hops says. “Bees 
are the world’s main source of pollination 
and if produce isn’t pollinated, it doesn’t 
grow. We, too, would run out of food.”    

Other ways to support the bee 
population include planting flowering 
trees and shrubs, and selecting specially-
mixed seedlings available at plant shops 
that grow into nectar-producing bee 
food. Getting rid of wasp nests also helps 
bees. Hops says wasps attack bees; he 
recommends having a professional remove 
any wasp nests found on your property. 

H O M E  &  L I V I N G

Suburban sweet spots
Like many good ideas, 
the seed of Hops Rutene’s 
and Baz Allen’s business 
venture sprouted over a few 
drinks in a bar one night in 
Ponsonby, Auckland.

See ponsonbees.squarespace.com for more. 
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HOME 
WARMING

Sharon Stephenson visits a green-filled house  
on Wellington's Kāpiti Coast.
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EMILY HUNT knows a thing or two about moving 
house. While growing up in Sydney, the interior 
designer lived in more than 17 homes, thanks 
to parents who were serial renovators. Not only 
did Emily inherit their DIY gene, she also 
learned never to get too attached to a house. 

But the mother of two is making an 
exception for this house in Raumati Beach, a 
260sqm oasis tucked into native bush that she 
and Kiwi husband Ollie bought in 2018 after 
four years of looking. 

“I was used to older, character homes so 
wasn’t keen on anything modern,” Emily says. 
“But this house had everything on our wish 
list – four bedrooms, two bathrooms and a 
garage.” It was also near the beach and schools 
for their children Indiana and Eddison.

Emily, who started an interior design 
business a year ago, admits it didn’t take long 
to fall in love with the polished concrete floors, 
open-plan layout and abundance of windows 
that flood the space with natural light. 

Although their home’s layout worked for 
them, the couple weren’t fans of the stark and 
cold minimalist interior.

Handily, Ollie is a builder who installed 
wooden shelves next to the fireplace to add 
warmth. Emily also ran riot with colourful 
aquatic-themed wallpaper in the compact 
downstairs toilet and painted the other walls 
pink and green. “It was so bare, I wanted to 
have fun with it.”

The Aussie import clearly isn’t afraid of 
colour: she also splashed colour in the three 
upstairs bedrooms, especially in Eddison’s 
room where she designed and marked out an 
orange painted triangle that reaches up the wall 
and across the roof. “We wanted something 
bright and bold that Eddie would love.”  

In the light-filled master bedroom, the 
star of the show is the bright green botanic 
wallpaper behind the bed. Emily spotted it 
online and imported it from the UK. However, 
not everyone understood her design aesthetic.

“It was a bit of a disaster because our 
tradesman initially hung it upside down!  
And then I realised I’d been sent the incorrect 
wallpaper. So they sent me new wallpaper and 
this time I made sure it was hung the right way.”

But it was worth it for the lush green living 
wall effect that adds to the home’s warmth 
and character. 

Most of the couple’s furniture made the move 
from their previous homes, including several 
pieces from the terraced Sydney house they 
owned for seven years.

“That house was only three-metres wide;  
Ollie had to make a lot of the furniture to fit. 
We sold most of it with the house.” 

The couple are fans of mixing old and  
new, such as the vintage Euphonium  
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A subscription to AA Home Response gives you access to expert tradespeople 24/7, 365 days a year. 
Our tradespeople can help with a range of household emergencies and will aim to be there within 
the hour or at a time that suits you. To find out if AA Home Response is available in your area and for 
your type of home, go to aahome.co.nz, call 0800 AA Home or head to your nearest AA Centre.

(a musical instrument) Emily found in 
a secondhand shop which reminded her 
of her grandfather who played one, and 
the gramophone bought in Sydney she 
turned into a ‘vase’ for their wedding. 
“We filled the gramophone with flowers 
which looked amazing.”   

Both Emily and Ollie love collecting 
art, and their spoils are dotted 
throughout the house.

“We’ve previously had lots of walls to 
hang art, but in this house, there are so 
many windows, it’s hard to find the space.”

Instead, they’ve utilised the walls next 
to the staircase to hang a combination 
of family photos and colourful sketches 
and paintings. Of special significance is 
an oil painting of Manly Beach, close to 
Emily’s former home, which was a gift 
from her parents and has pride of place 
in the guest bedroom. Another colourful 
work by the same Australian artist hangs 
above the living room fireplace. 

Having grown up in sunny Sydney, 
outdoor living is important to Emily.  
It’s why she replaced a fountain with  

a courtyard area that’s sheltered from the 
wind and is a favourite spot to spend time. 
The pair is also green fingered; Ollie looks 
after the outside gardens while Emily is 
responsible for the many indoor plants.

The couple recently removed five large 
macrocarpa trees on the northern side of 
the property, allowing more light into the 

living area. They’ve also added retaining 
walls, veggie gardens and perennials.

Having seen how happy and settled the 
couple is, both Emily’s parents and her sister 
have since followed her lead and moved from 
Australia to Kāpiti.

“It’s wonderful that we get to share our 
home with family and friends,” Emily says.  
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YET AGAIN, the housing market has 
outperformed all the understandably 
doomy and gloomy predictions of 
double digit falls in the face of the worst 
economic crisis the world has seen since 
World War II.

Bank economists forecast house price 
deflation of 10-30% during the worst of 
the lockdown in April and May, back 
when house sales volumes collapsed 
and unemployment was tipped to surge 
towards 15%. It seemed a sensible thing to 
say, given New Zealand’s housing market 
is the best performing in the western 
world in the last 30 years, relative to 
incomes, rents and regular price inflation. 

By most measures, our houses are 
impossibly inflated, just waiting for a mere 
scratch to burst the bubble and drive prices 
30 to 50% lower. That’s what ‘normal’ 
markets do, where supply and demand 
respond to prices to achieve equilibrium.

Just as in 2008/09 when the Global 
Financial Crisis (GFC) dragged the 
international financial system to within 
24 hours of total collapse, many thought 
Covid-19 would be the moment when 
house prices fell to earth. Not only 
was Covid-19 expected to be a shock to 
incomes of owners and tenants, but a 
shock to the banks lending up to seven 
times income to property investors and 
first home buyers.

Then there’s the collapse of our 
migration and educational industrial 
complex, with the border closures likely 
to see migrant pools from India, China, 
the Philippines and Europe inaccessible 
for years to come. For over a decade, New 
Zealand has relied on bringing in hundreds 
of thousands of cheap temporary workers 
and working more people for longer hours 
to grow total GDP fast.

Just before the lockdown began on 
March 25, there were over 340,000 non-
residents here as students and travellers 
with work rights, and workers with ‘high 
skilled’ temporary work visas. Most were 
working as kitchen hands, baristas, shelf 
stackers, dairy farm labourers, liquor store 
attendants, service station attendants, 
help-desk operators and in construction. 

It was perfect for landlords, 
homeowners, universities, polytechs, 
employers and the IRD. The students and 
temporary workers paid income tax and 
GST, they provided a ready and cheap 
supply of willing workers. They also 
created new demand to keep rents high 
and to put constant downward pressure 
on both wages and interest rates. Falling 
interest rates, low wage growth and rising 
rents were more than enough to outpace 
any new housing supply.

There was also a lot of talk in the 
worst of the lockdown, and for much of 
the last three years, that a Labour-led 
Government, just like the first one elected 
in 1935, would massively increase housing 
supply at the lower end through Kainga 
Ora or Kiwibuild, thus providing a supply 
shock to add to the two demand shocks.

Yet here we are in September with 
house sales volumes only barely below 
pre-Covid levels and the best measure 
of house prices showing they fell just 
2.4% nationally between a record high in 
March and a trough in May. 

So why didn’t the housing market 
crash? Put simply, it’s too big to fail. Just 
as it did during the GFC, the Reserve 
Bank extended emergency credit lines 
to banks and slashed interest rates to 
support both the financial system and 
the economy. The Government and 
the banks then agreed to a six-month 

residential mortgage deferral scheme 
in late March, which nearly 60,000 
borrowers used to delay payments on 
$20.2 billion worth of mortgages. The 
Reserve Bank also immediately removed 
restrictions on high loan-to-value ratio 
lending and postponed plans to force 
banks to hold more capital. Then it 
pledged not to introduce negative interest 
rates before March 2021 because it would 
have been too painful for the banks.

Why so sensitive? Our banks are more 
like mortgage books with bits added 
on than traditional banks to help fund 
businesses. More than two-thirds of bank 
lending is to home owners. Our banks 
are also much more important to the 
overall economy than in other countries, 
with bank assets worth 160% of GDP and 
three times larger than the stock market. 

House prices are also much more than 
just another asset price. Our houses 
are worth $1.3 trillion collectively and 
represent more than two-thirds of 
household wealth. They also provide 
ready funding for most small businesses. 
When house prices fall, spenders close 
their wallets and many small businesses 
stop hiring.

Now economists are forecasting falls of 
no more than five percent and property 
owners can look forward to ever-lower 
interest rates to bolster values. The 
massive state house building plans have 
never eventuated and Prime Minister 
Jacinda Ardern has pledged again not 
to introduce a capital gains tax because 
she knows older property owners vote at 
much higher rates than younger renters. 

This housing market is too big to fail 
and the Government just demonstrated 
yet again that betting on the bailout 
pays off.  
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Bernard Hickey writes the Covid-19 economic crisis 
has again proven there’s one type of asset that 
New Zealanders know in their bones is too big 
and important to be allowed to crash: housing.

A market that’s 
too big to fail
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BEING UNABLE to work because of injury 
or illness can come as a big financial blow 
to people. How will you pay the bills or 
provide for your family? Fortunately, there 
is help available with income protection 
schemes which can provide monthly 
payments to households. 

Executive Manager of Distribution for 
life insurance company Asteron, Graham 
Hill, says that when choosing an income 
protection scheme, consumers should look 
for a flexible policy. 

“You can adjust the cover to suit your 
individual needs and, in most situations, 
people’s income will increase. You also 
want some flexibility around the ability 
to increase the level of cover within 
certain parameters, without the necessity 
of underwriting your health,” he says. 

For self-employed people whose income 
can fluctuate, Graham recommends 
meeting with an adviser to talk through 
the various options.

month, three months, six months or a 
year,” Graham says. “The wait period is 
the time you are prepared to self-insure. 
After that wait period, your income 
protection kicks in.”

 
Level premium option 
People should consider taking a long-
term approach to income protection, 
Graham says.  

“Do you see yourself working to age 65? 
Because if you do, taking a level premium 
option would be a good consideration. 
This option levels out your premium 
over the period of cover. If you took this 
option at say, 35, by the time you get to 50 
you are making some incredible savings 
in premiums.”

When talking to an adviser, people 
should ask if income protection is 
affordable for them. The adviser will 
present ideas around level covers and 
options for clients to consider as they 
get older. 

“If you don’t take a level option, as you 
get older your premiums go up because 
the risk increases. Many clients have 
said they wished they’d considered level 
options years earlier.”  

“You want that assurance that if 
something was to happen and your 
income had reduced over the last 12 
months, the amount of cover you get will 
match what your average income was 
over the last three years.”  

He also advises people not to rely on 
the Accident Compensation Corporation 
(ACC) to cover them. 

“The reality is that the majority of 
income protection claims are caused 
through sickness such as depression, 
heart issues and non-accidental back-
related complaints. None of those would 
be covered by ACC,” he says. 

In addition, Graham says consumers 
should read the fine print, as some 
income protections have limitations that 
exclude mental health conditions. 

“If you think about today’s society, I 
wouldn’t want those conditions excluded.” 

Wait periods  
Another thing to consider with income 
protection is wait periods. If you didn’t 
have an income because of some 
illness, how long would it be before your 
household was financially stretched? 
“Some people might be able to last a 
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What should you look for 
in an income protection 
policy? Hamish Barwick 
investigates. 
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NEW ZEALAND’S housing market is 
once again confounding predictions 
of decline, surging in the wake of the 
Covid-19 lockdown.

For buyers, and especially first home 
buyers hoping for a break, that presents 
quite a challenge. 

One of New Zealand’s most 
experienced mortgage brokers, 30-year 
veteran Martin Robinson, is warning 
anyone relying on mortgage finance that 
the first hurdle they will have to clear is 
getting timely action from their banks.

The Wellington-based broker, who is 
part of the Share network of financial 
advisers, says mortgage demand is so 
high some banks are taking 10 days or 
more to respond to applications.

“The lending community is frantic 
with enquiries,” he says. “I would advise 
anyone looking to borrow to start that 
process well before they need to borrow. ”

While activity is high, credit remains 
historically cheap. Interest rates are low 
and appear to be going nowhere. Once 
their loan is approved, borrowers will have 
to decide how they want to structure their 
mortgages. Traditionally they would do 
this by either accepting the floating rate, 
which in late July was around 4.4%, or to 
‘fix’ it for a specified term.

Fixed rates were being offered as low as 
2.55% for one year.

When making those decisions, 
borrowers are, effectively, managing 
interest rate risk. Martin’s philosophy on 
that is simple: the longer you fix for, the 
more conservative you are being. 

“Why? Because you want certainty for 
that longer period,” he says. “The less 
time you fix for, or if you go variable, 
you are being more aggressive. You are 

hoping the rates will go down and you’ll 
be able to re-fix when they’ve dropped.”

It’s aggressive because if the rates 
bounce back up, you risk having to 
choose a higher rate. That is where a 
mortgage ‘cocktail’ structure can come 
into play to cover both angles, Martin 
says. This involves having a portion fixed 
for, say, 12 months, which is the sweet 
spot for interest rates now. The rest can 
be fixed for longer in case rates go up.

“The other thing about the cocktail, if 
you are getting close to the maximum of 
your affordability, you would be better to go 
longer and be more conservative,” he says.

Borrowers also need to realise floating 
rates are often negotiable. While they are 
advertised at around the 4.4% mark, they 
can be negotiated down depending on 
the strength of the application.

“If you have 20% equity you  
can negotiate harder,” Martin says.  

“But you can’t really negotiate if you’ve 
got less than 20%.”

Another reason a borrower might opt 
for a variable mortgage is so they can 
make additional lump sum payments to 
pay the mortgage off more quickly.

However, some lenders allow specified 
increases to existing payments during 
the fixed rate period. One allows an 
increase of fixed rate payments of 20% 
in any period, while another allows 
increases of 5% per annum.

With the pandemic comes volatility. 
Many have already lost their jobs and 
most are at increased risk of losing them. 
Martin agrees with standard advice that 
borrowers need to have a financial buffer 
in place.

“Who knows when a job is going to finish? 
It’s not a pleasant thing. It’s like turning 
the lights off, isn’t it? You’ve got to feel 
around to put the light switch back on.”  

H O M E  &  L I V I N G

Rob O’Neill talks mortgage options 
with an experienced broker.

GETTING THE  

TIMING  
RIGHT
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Sort your Funeral Cover today  
and get on with living.

Take care 
of things for 

everyone.

aalife.co.nz | 0800 225 240 | Visit an AA Centre

 5% discount available for AA Members*

 A further 20% discount if you join with a friend  
or family member+

 Cover up to $30,000

 Guaranteed acceptance for those aged 50-79 years

 Simple application process with no medical checks 
when you apply

AA Life Funeral Cover is simple, trusted 
insurance, providing peace of mind for 
you and your loved ones. Get it sorted 
today and get back to the fun stuff.

J0
02

39
2 AA Life policies are underwritten by Asteron Life Limited and are subject to standard underwriting criteria. T's & C's apply.

* 5% AA Member discount available when you provide your valid AA Membership number on application.
+ 20% joint application discount available if you take out Funeral Cover within 48 hours of a friend or family member joining.
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What does AA Money do?
AA Money is a new financial service 
offering loans for vehicle purchases.  
We can help sort vehicle needs – from 
cars and trucks, to motorbikes, caravans, 
boats and even jetskis! We can also 
help out with personal loans for other 
purposes such as debt consolidation, 
home renovations, holidays or special 
events like weddings, with a loan secured 
by a vehicle.

The AA has been active in the car  
loan business for a while now,  
how is AA Money different?
The AA was providing lending through a 
partnership with a major bank, meaning 
customers were effectively dealing with 
two parties. Our new business provides 
the end-to-end service of our customer 
borrowing journey. That means you 
will be working with our team from 
application to loan funding to customer 
care and servicing of the loan on an 
ongoing basis. We feel that it is important 
we establish and maintain that 
relationship with each of our customers, 
and we have received positive feedback  
so far on how we are doing that.

Ana-Marie Lockyer took on the role of General Manager at 
AA Money a year ago to launch the business. She has always 
loved numbers and was brought up to be good with money.  
At AA Money she is genuinely excited to be ‘starting 
something from scratch.’ 
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Call 0800 500 222  Visit aa.co.nz/batteries

Need a new battery? 
AA Battery Service comes to you. 
✔	AA Members save $25 and receive a 5 cents  

per litre AA Smartfuel discount*

✔	You’ll save an extra $10 with our battery  
recycling rebate

✔	Our range covers stop-start vehicles

✔	We’ll register your battery to your vehicle’s  
on-board computer (valued at $120)

✔	Batteries come with a nationwide warranty  
of up to three years

✔	Batteries also available at your nearest AA Auto Centre

*	AA	Smartfuel	discount	available	exclusively	on	purchases	made	with	the	mobile	AA	Battery	Service.	Visit	www.aa.co.nz/batteries	to	find	out	more.

19023_AA direction Ad Batteries_Feb_v2.indd   1 2/19/19   12:16 PM

 STAFF PROFILE CONTINUED 

What makes you different from other 
lending companies? 
We aim to be fair, simple and transparent 
in all our fees and interactions, and strive 
to provide our customers with exceptional 
service that is worthy of the trust New 
Zealanders have in the AA.
 
Do AA Members get any special 
treatment when they do business  
with AA Money?
Yes, of course they do! Provide us 
your Membership number during the 
application process and you will receive 
a discounted establishment fee for your 
loan. This is currently a 25% discount 
off the normal fee that everyone else 
pays. AA Members will also get a 50c 
per litre discount to accumulate on their 
AA Smartfuel account for a one-time 
redemption on up to 50 litres.  
We are also working on other great offers.

For more information about AA Money and to apply online, visit aamoney.co.nz – or call 
the lending specialist team at 0800 500 555 to go through the application over the phone.

Are there plans to expand on the initial 
products on offer? 
We initially launched in March with a 
Motor Vehicle loan product which has 
a nice tie-in to our AA Member needs. 
Following demand from Members, 
we have recently launched a secured 
personal loan product. This allows 
customers to borrow money secured 
against a vehicle they already own.  
We plan to develop further financial 
services products over time, and will be 
guided by what our Members demand. 

What is your background?
Prior to my role at the AA I spent ten 
years in senior executive roles at ANZ, 
with responsibility for the wealth needs 
and customer experience of more than 
two million customers.

What do you do to relax? 
My idea of relaxing is walking on one 

of New Zealand’s beautiful beaches with 
friends and family, then curling up in 
front of the fire to watch a good movie. I 
have just returned from a Great Kiwi Road 
Trip to Rotorua and Bay of Plenty. We are 
a privileged country and now is a great 
opportunity to see a bit more of it while 
we are in the safest country in the world.
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The AA saw the need for a custom-made  
vehicle first aid kit and teamed up with  

New Zealand Red Cross to make it happen. 
AFTER COMPARING the kits available 
and looking at the data from accidents 
on New Zealand roads, Red Cross 
worked with the AA to develop the AA 
Essential Vehicle First Aid Kit. It’s a 
‘grab and go’ bag with a reflective 
strip, containing all the essential 
items recommended by Red Cross, 
including trauma dressings, burn 
treatments, heavy duty shears and 
peel-and-stick bandages. 

Having the AA Essential Vehicle 
First Aid Kit in your glovebox means 
you have quick and easy access to 
whatever you might need if you 
encounter a roadside emergency. 

The AA has also introduced a further 
two new first aid kits for accidents at 
home and while travelling.

THINKING 
INSIDE  

THE BOX

A welcome 
addition 

Michelle Corse-Scott has long 
wanted to make a difference 

– a quality she’s excited to 
bring to the table as one of 

the AA’s newest Board 
Members.

BORN AND RAISED in the South Island, 
Michelle has been based in Auckland for 
most of her career. She’s determined to 
help get the city moving more efficiently.

“There are some big projects in the 
works for Auckland, but I believe there is 
a lot we can do to optimise our existing 
infrastructure. Rather than trying to push 
everyone into a ‘one size fits all’ model, 
we should take a hybrid approach that 
provides better value for people so they 
can mould the different transport options 
around their lifestyles.”

Michelle has been a member of the 
AA Auckland District Council, the AA 
National Council, and is a trustee of the 
AA Research Foundation. 

In her spare time, she enjoys riding her 
horse, Tui – formerly known as Trouble. 

“I’m beginning to see why!” she says.

The First Aid Kits are available for purchase at AA Centres  
or can be ordered online at shop.aa.co.nz. 
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New Must-
Do’s released

A new suite of travel guides will be 
released in time for summer. 

AA TRAVELLER’S range of guides is being updated 
again with fresh ideas and new tips on where to go, 
where to stay and what to do all around New Zealand, 
encouraging Kiwi travellers to plan ahead and make 
the most of their holidays and weekends away. 

Included in the line-up are the North and South 
Island Must-Do road trip books, guides focusing 
specifically on New Zealand regions and the 
popular Must-Do’s Walking and Cycling guides  
with a mix of inspiration and practical information. 

aatraveller.co.nz

MUST
DOs• Where to Stay

• Things to See & Do 

• Touring Routes 
   & maps

YOUR FREE COPY

N
orth Island M

ust-D
o’s 2019-20

For over 30 years and in over 45 spectacular 

locations throughout New Zealand, we have 

been carefully creating settings to provide  

you with your very own unique, quality  

holiday experience.

We offer a range of accommodation options, 

and all our Parks offer you plenty of space, 

children’s play facilities, BBQ areas plus indoor 

and outdoor recreational areas. 

Join at

 in the places you love,   

with the people who matter the most

10%  
SAVINGS 

Join our Club and save on 

TOP 10 Accommodation, 

Interislander Ferry Travel, 

Scenic Train Journeys and at 

over 500 activity operators, 

cafes and restaurants 

throughout New Zealand.

GS

MUST
DOsFeaturing  

• Regional Maps & Routes  

• Things to See and Do  

• Places to Stay

Includes: Akaroa, Arthur’s Pass, Ashburton, Geraldine, Hanmer 

Springs, Kaikōura, Lake Tekapo, Methven, Timaru, Twizel & Waimate
aatraveller.co.nz

YOUR FREE COPY aatraveller.co.nz

YOUR FREE COPYMUSTDOs• Where to Stay
• Things to See & Do • Touring Routes    & maps

South Island M
ust-D

o’s 2019-20For over 30 years and in over 45 spectacular locations throughout New Zealand, we have been carefully creating settings to provide  you with your very own unique, quality  holiday experience.

We offer a range of accommodation options, and all our Parks offer you plenty of space, children’s play facilities, BBQ areas plus indoor and outdoor recreational areas. 

Join at

 in the places you love,   with the people who matter the most

10%  
SAVINGS 
Join our Club and save on TOP 10 Accommodation, Interislander Ferry Travel, Scenic Train Journeys and at over 500 activity operators, cafes and restaurants throughout New Zealand.

GS

MUSTDOsNew Zealand 
walks from 
30 minutes to 
multi-day

YOUR FREE COPY

aatraveller.co.nz
Featuring  Short Walks, Day Hikes & Great Walks • Walk Descriptions 
• Maps • Safety Tips • Things to See & Do • Places to Stay

 in the places you love,   
with the people who matter the most

TENT  
SITES

MOTELS UNITS CABINS POWERED  
SITES

What’s Greater than a Walk? 
Going on many great walks.
Our 50 spectacular locations around New Zealand 
offer the perfect base for your walking desires. 
Each day you can head off on a new adventure, and 
each night, enjoy a nice warm shower, a warm bed, 
and some famous TOP 10 hospitality.

Get the most out of your walking holiday.  
Stroll on up to one of our TOP 10 Holiday Parks.

Join at a TOP 10 Holiday Park 
reception, or online

10% SAVINGS
Join our Club and save on 
TOP 10 Accommodation, 
Interislander Ferry Travel, 
Scenic Train Journeys 
and at over 500 activity 
operators, cafés and 
restaurants throughout 
New Zealand.

MUSTDOsNga Haerenga  The New Zealand  Cycle Trail’s Great Rides

YOUR FREE COPY

aatraveller.co.nz

Featuring the Great Rides & Heartland Rides • Route Descriptions  

• Maps • Safety Tips • Things to See and Do • Places to Stay

Electric 
revolution 
Wellington has the country’s highest 
number of electric vehicles (EVs) per capita, 
with almost 3,000 registered in the region.
EV DRIVERS can now cast off worries about running out of 
juice with the recent launch of the AA’s first mobile charging 

van. The new AA Battery Service van is fitted with a 
lightweight EV charger. After about 20 minutes plugged in, 
AA Members will be able to drive 10 kilometres, giving them 
what they need to get to a charging station.

General Manager AA Battery Service Mandy Mellar says the 
launch is an exciting development.

“We’ve had great feedback for years about our roadside 
battery replacement service, so we’re really excited to now 
provide this service for EV owners,” she says.  

The van is available to AA Members between 7am and 11pm, 
365 days of the year at no additional cost. If the Wellington 
trial is successful, AA Battery Service will look at expanding 

AA Traveller’s free travel guides and related 
maps are available at AA Centres and iSites 

around New Zealand. Digital versions of 
guides can be found at aatraveller.co.nz
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Each AA Plus claim is to a maximum of $800 including 
GST, with an overall maximum annual subscription claim 

of $1500 including GST. See aa.co.nz/membership/  
or visit your nearest AA Centre for more.

Visit aa.co.nz/insurance/life-insurance/ 
or call 0800 808 234 to find out more. 

PREPARING 
FOR THE END 

Funeral cover can make life a lot 
easier for loved ones left behind.

IT’S NOT NECESSARILY something that you want to 
think about, but it is something you should: how 
will your family pay for your funeral? AA Life 
provides a simple and guaranteed insurance policy 
with fixed premiums, offering up to $30,000 of 
cover for funeral expenses and associated costs.

Anyone aged 50 to 79 can apply online, at an AA 
Centre, or over the phone with our New Zealand-
based team. For those aged 90 years and over, the 
premiums stop but the cover stays in place.

WHAT ARE 
THE EXTRA 

BENEFITS OF 
AA PLUS?

Thinking of a road trip? AA Plus gives you  
extra towing entitlement and up to three  

days accommodation and/or a rental car if  
you break down more than 100km from home. 

Here are the differences:
AA MEMBERSHIP:
With a regular AA Membership, 
you’re entitled to a free tow to the 
nearest place of safety or repair 
if we can’t fix the cause of your 
breakdown. In urban areas, there 
is a tow entitlement of 10km to 
give you some flexibility in where 
we take your vehicle, and you can 
choose to pay a top up fee if you 
want to be towed beyond 10km.

AA PLUS:
With AA Plus or AA Motorhome 
Plus, we will recover your vehicle 
to your home address, regardless 
of distance, or your preferred 
place of repair. The home 

address must be what’s listed 
on AA Membership records, 
although you can request the 
vehicle be towed to a repairer 
anywhere in New Zealand as 
long as the distance is no greater 
than it would be in towage to 
your home. If you’re more than 
100km from home and want to 
continue your journey, or wait 
for your vehicle to be repaired 
locally, AA Plus also entitles you 
to up to three days rental car and/
or accommodation, each to a 
maximum of $150 per day. Our 
specialised staff will arrange this 
for you to find the solution that 
best meets your needs.

For EV charger assistance, Wellington  
AA Members can call 0800 500 222 or 

request assistance via the AA Roadservice 
app. See aa.co.nz and search ‘AA EV 

Charge Finder’ for the location of 
charging sites around New Zealand. 

the service to other parts of the country. Drivers 
can also use AA EV Charge Finder, an online 
platform built in collaboration with the NZ 
Transport Agency, to help plan their journeys.
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Flat battery? Call 0800 500 222 or request 
assistance via the AA Roadservice app. 

CELEBRATING  
20 YEARS OF SERVICE
New Zealand’s roads were eerily quiet during the nationwide 
lockdown, except for the hum of essential workers keeping  
the country moving. Among them was AA Battery Service.

THIS YEAR marks 20 years since AA 
Batteries launched.  

In the early days, the service was fully 
owned by Australian-based Club Assist, 
trading in New Zealand as AA Battery 
Service. The team consisted of three 
staff and a small number of contractors 
who helped motorists with battery 
problems in the country’s main centres.

Today, NZAA is the 60% shareholder 
of AA Battery Service and Club Assist 
has a 40% share. Auckland’s Mount 
Wellington office and warehouse is base 
to 15 permanent staff, 12 AA Battery 
vans used to attend ‘battery jobs’ and 
23 AA Assist vans driven by technicians 
who cover everything AA Roadservice 

officers do. There are five country sales 
reps and about 500 wholesale customers 
supplying batteries, including AA Auto 
Centres, AA Approved Repairers, BP 
and independent garages. 

Usually, about 40% of AA Member 
breakdowns are battery-related. This 
more than doubled at the start of Covid-19 
alert levels and there’s been huge demand 
for new batteries since normalcy resumed.

Business is strong, new battery 
ranges have become available and AA 
Batteries has adapted to accommodate 
vehicle technology changes, too. The 
recent launch of the mobile EV charger 
in Wellington is a great example of the 
business’s ability to innovate. 
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0800 541 223 or buy online at:  
www.showerdome.co.nz

For a warm, dry bathroom  
and a healthier home,  

nothing beats a Showerdome®

Eliminate bathroom steam 
and stop mould and mildew.

Condensation  
driving you  
quackers?

www.shoprider.co.nz
0800 220 110

Keeping Kiwis moving since 1997

Mobility 
Scooter

The Shoprider 889XLSN is  
a large Mobility Scooter  
providing a smooth reliable 
ride with comfortable 
seating and 4 wheel 
suspension.
Speed   15km/h 
range   36km 
Max load  225kg 
Max cliMb  12º
powerful  1.8hp

fast, comfortable, 
reliable Transport

To advertise on these pages and to reach 640,000+ New Zealand households, contact Moira Penman
M 027 563 0421   E moira@gsjadvisory.com.au

Hot Savings  
As if relaxing in one of New Zealand’s 

most picturesque hot pools isn’t  
tempting enough, an AA Member  

discount is now available. 
HANMER SPRINGS Thermal Pools & Spa, a 90-minute drive 
north of Christchurch, is a collection of pools with ancient 
mineral-infused water of varying temperatures set within 
beautiful gardens. It’s a stunning spot any time of the year 
and is a particularly magical place in autumn when the 
many surrounding trees change colour, and in winter  
when it snows. 

While relaxation is high on the agenda, the pools are also 
touted as one of the best places to take children, with New 
Zealand’s largest aquatic thrill ride, an activity pool and water 
slides, along with garden picnic areas and an onsite café.

AA Members receive 20% off entry tickets to the pools. 
This includes free admission for under five-year-olds and 
free water slide access. 

See aa.co.nz/benefits for details.



To advertise on these pages and to reach 640,000+ New Zealand households, contact Moira Penman
M 027 563 0421   E moira@gsjadvisory.com.au

Call 0800 4WD FUN
www.4WDexpeditions.nz

EXPLORE
Private 4 wheel drive 

passenger tours

EXPEDITIONS QUEENSTOWN

SKIPPERS CANYON
& CENTRAL OTAGO

Award winning luxury in 
the heart of the Village.

Book direct for  
Special AA rates:

thestjames.co.nz 
(promo code: AA) 

0508 7852637

Excellence in Quality  
& Service at a fair price.

Central location with rates 
from $160 per night.  

See website for special deals 
settlershanmer.co.nz

0800 587873

5 Star Gold  HANMER SPRINGS ACCOMMODATION

From the Gorillagram in  
Wellington to Peace on Earth…  
The acclaimed autobiography  

of Mr Zootherapy

IamNottheMessiah.com

Windscreen chipped  
or need replacing?
Get your chip repaired or your  

windscreen replaced today. In some 
areas we can also come to you.

0800 300 120

driftwoodecotours.co.nz 

Call Now 
0800 708 844

St James Horse Sale
Molesworth Station
D’Urville Island
Read about these  

& other tours at

driftwoodecotours.co.nz

New Adventures & 
People to Meet!

THIRD AGE TOURS
Small Group Tours for the Over-50’s

Domestic and International – GREAT PRICES!

Beautiful Norfolk Island:  
30 October – 6 November 2020
Enchanting Ireland/Scotland:  

20 May – 15 June 2021
Croatia, Slovenia, Montenegro, Venice:  

6 June – 30 June 2021
Rustic Charm of England,  
Wales & Yorkshire Dales:  

26 Aug- 27 Sept 2021
Amazing Treasures of Turkey:  

3 Sept – 27 Sept 2021
Delightful Vietnam & Cambodia:  

1 Oct – 23 Oct 2021

French Akaroa & Coastal Kaikoura:  
12 Nov – 18 Nov 2020

Stunning  Wild Lupins Lake Tekapo  
& Cruise on the Earnslaw: 20 Nov – 25 Nov 2020

Wild West Coast, Glaciers & White Heron  
Alpine Loop Tour: 1515 Jan-23 Jan 2021

Unique Catlins & Stewart Island: 29 Jan – 6 Feb 2021
Historic and Unique Chatham Island:  

18 Feb – 25 Feb 2021
Top of the South Island loop: 2 March – 13 March 2021

Vibrant Dunedin & Arrowtown Autumn Magic:  
18 April 25 – April 2021

INTERNATIONAL TOURS

+64 (0)3 312 7050

NZ SOUTH ISLAND TOURS

+64 (0)3 379 3799

EMAIL: SUNSHINEONE@XTRA.CO.NZ

• Specially designed for NZ Market
• Easy step-thru frame
• Rugged, NZ approved
• 300 Watt 

• Alloy frame 
• LED front/rear lights
• 36v • Range approx 50km  
• Weight 25kg

Contact Peter 0274 937 025       www.ezirider.nz

Folds up

300 
Watt

Shock Absorber
Suspension & Seat

Luggage 
Carrier

Shimano  
7 Speed

Aircraft Spec Alloy

$1595
2 YearWarranty

‘’VanTage’’ 
MODEL
Recharges  

As You Go! HOT!

$1795

‘’VanTage’’ 
MODEL
Recharges  

As You Go! HOT!

$1795



BAKING SODA

Order within 10 days
and you’ll also receive a

free special report on “The 
magical effects of honey and 

cinnamon”, 
including 21 free health 
tips. It’s yours to keep 
just for previewing 
“Grandma’s 1001 Uses 
For Baking Soda and 
Vinegar”. Supplies are 
limited. Order today.

The Magical 
Effects of 

Honey and 
Cinnamon

BAKING SODA

Please Send Me “Grandma’s 1001
Uses For Baking Soda and Vinegar” for the 
introductory price of $29.95 + $9.90 postage, 
handling & insurance. Total $39.85

SAVE FREE POSTAGE!
Order 2 books for the great price of $60.
Includes postage, handling & insurance.
Total $60.00

I enclose my cheque payable to Health Pride for $ __________________ or please debit my

BZ15

Dept Code BZ15

In this exclusive 316 page book released by Health Pride, “Grandma’s 1001 Uses For Baking Soda and Vinegar”, 
you’ll find everything you need from health and beauty remedy suggestions to cleaning including sanitising and 
disinfecting, gardening, uses in your garage, pet care and even cooking. It’s a unique collection of Grandma’s 
traditional remedies and recipes, passed down through the generations. 

Simple and easy to follow, “Grandma’s 1001 
Uses For Baking Soda and Vinegar”, gives 
you step-by-step instructions on how to mix 
these 2 wonder ingredients together or with 
other common kitchen items. 
You’ll discover:
●  A helpful and simple remedy on page 139 to 

fade age spots. 
●  Do you suffer from leg cramps or want to 

prevent them? Then try this recipe containing 
vinegar and two other kitchen staples.

●  A wonder elixir to aid with the relief of sore 
and aching joints. 

●  That vinegar is claimed to aid with weight 
loss. Is it true? Turn to page 167 to fi nd out. 

●  Trying to get rid of the eggs from head 
lice can be diffi cult. Try this simple and 
inexpensive solution on page 154. 

●  To help soothe bee stings, insect bites and 
sunburn, make a paste from these ingredients 
to give you instant pain relief. 

●  Having trouble with built-up earwax? Baking 
soda may help, see how on page 11.

●  Baking soda and vinegar can clear clogged 
drains, learn how by going to page 278.

●  Clear weeds from your 
pathway or driveway without 
using harsh chemicals.

●  Cockroaches! Use these 
two common kitchen items, 
which are chemical free and 
safe to have in your home to 
rid you from these nasty and 
dirty pests. 

●  Having trouble with eggs cracking and 
leaking when you boil them? Then try this to 
resolve the problem.

●   How to kill small tree stumps with these 
simple ingredients.

●  What will help with an upset tummy? Turn to 
page 27 to fi nd out.

●  Learn how to relieve tired puffy eyes with 
these amazing products.

●  Battery corrosion? See what baking soda and 
vinegar can do to help.

●  The perfect foot softener for your tired 
aching feet!

●   The unusual way to get rid of warts!
●  How to stop colours running on your clothes 

while you wash.
●  Odour Eaters! Eliminate shoe 

odour once and for all.
You’ll also learn how to:
●  Extinguish a grease fi re 

if it breaks out in your 
kitchen. 

●   Remove that baked on 
grease from your BBQ. The results will 
amaze you!

●   Remove strong odours, food build-up and 
sanitise your chopping boards. 

●  Remove stubborn stains from marble and 
many other surfaces. 

●   Put the shine back in your hair and remove 
all other product residues.

●  How to remove any type of pet stain with 
these two wonder products. 

●  Add this to your bath to help relieve the 
itching from chicken pox and measles.

●  Eliminate cigarette odour from your house, 
carpets and curtains.

●  Bring back the natural glow to your skin. 
●  Polish silverware to bring back the sparkle. 
●  Clean your drinking glasses to perfection.
●  Fun ideas for kids to keep them occupied.
●  Learn how to make your own solution to 

treat laundry stains. 

●  Try this amazing unscented and irritation-
free fabric softener. 

●  Plus much, much more!
And this is only a brief sample of the 1001 uses 
of baking soda, vinegar and other household 
staples you’ll learn about with these fascinating 
and unique combinations. Delight in the time 
and money you’ll save and “Grandma’s 1001 
Uses For Baking Soda and Vinegar” is yours 
on a no risk trial basis for 90 days. 
Thats right... Imagine three full months
without obligation to keep this exclusive, one 
of a kind book. When you’ve read it you’ll 
say, “Is there anything that baking soda and 
vinegar are not good for?”
To receive your copy direct from the publisher 
simply fi ll out the coupon. Remember, it’s
not available in bookstores at this time. And 
you’re protected by the publisher’s 90 day 
risk free money back guarantee. If you are not 
totally delighted with your purchase, you can 
return it at anytime within 90 days for a full 
product refund. No questions asked.
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* As voted by consumers 2011–2020 in the Reader’s Digest Trusted Brands survey. For more information visit aainsurance.co.nz/awards

Voted Most Trusted General  
Insurer by New Zealanders  
for 10 years running*.
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We’ll never 
stop working 
to earn 
your trust.
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